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Crook survives Jackson storm
Union Univ.
student was
in dorm
room when
tornado hit
By TOM BERRY
Staff Writer
huddled
Chelsea Crook
inside her dormitory with a lot
of other frightened students as a
deadly tornado ripped through
Union University in Jackson,
Tenn.. Tuesday night, destroying everything in its path.
first,
At
little
giving
a
to
heed
warning that a
serious storm
was headed in
her direction,
the
Crook,
of
daughter
Mike and Suzy
Crook
of
Crook
Murray, said she found herself
running for her life just
moments before the storm hit.
"When they first started saying it. I thought it was just a
thunderstorm. It's a drill. It's no
big deal. So. I went downstairs
to my room. I was just taking
my time."
But roaring winds. screaming
alarms, frightened looks and
desperate actions among her
friends changed all that.
She and her friends headed
for what they thought was the
only safe place in the building as
their eyes grew wider and their
hearts pounded harder. Ignoring
her purse. clothes, books and
other belongings, she grabbed a
flashlight and her Chapstick and
ran for cover.
"I was actually in the bathroom with 11 other girls. I was
on top of them trying to cover
them up," she said. "We just got
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Shank to
U.S. Rep. Ed Whitfield introduced Murray's Katrina
a House of Representatives subcommittee, where she testified on medical malpractice at Veterans' Affairs medical facilt
ities. Shank told members of the Veterans' Affairs Oversigh
ard
and Investigations Subcommittee about the substand
Ill.
medical care that her husband had received in Marion,

Murray's Shank
addresses Congress
Photo provided

force winds and demolished during
Two of the hundreds of cars that were tossed by tornadonear Chelsea Crook's dormitory.
a storm that hit Union University in Jackson, Tenn., are piled
ed.
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were
that
Crook said her's was one of about 150 cars
at the time the storm hit. Strong
the door shut and everybody therapist at a children's hospital.
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care of veterans at the Marion
By HOLLY WISE
VAMC.
Staff Whter
Shank was the first witness
For 15 minutes on .Jan. 29,
several, including the assisof
five,
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by the House Veteran's Affairs
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MCCH board discusses
quality plan, concerns
By ERIC WALKER
Editor
ts
A committee meeting with various hospitals and consultan
aimed at learning about potential quality improvements for Murrayn
Calloway County Hospital drew quite a bit of discussio
Wednesday.
Murray-Calloway's Board of Pustees heard Dave Garrison, the
group's
special quality initiatives committee chair, talk about the
meeting last week with vendor hospitals and groups.
Dr.
Garrison. MCCH CEO Keith Bailey and trustee chairman
notas
such
hospitals
vendor
with
meeting
the
Jack Rose attended
Lourdes,
for-profit hospital systems Baptist Healthcare System and
for-profit
a
Systems.
Health
ty
Communi
e,
Louisvill
of
y
Universit
hospital system. and hospital consultants Premier and QHR.
Murray-Calloway County Hospital had previously sent out
MCCH
requests seeking any interest in being a potential vendor for
Kentucky
to numerous organizations including the University of
the idea
and other large hospitals. according to Garrison, who said
s.
operation
improve
to
how
hospitals
other
from
is to glean ideas
management and quality at Murray-Calloway.
manThe plan is similar to how as Murray's Dean Foods plant
what
ate
communic
would
managers
plant
ager, he and different
l plants
strategies, plans and programs had worked at their individua
and what had not.
went right
"What we don't have is other 'plants' to show us what
and what went wrong," Garrison said. "I could call a corporate
like with
office. We're I MCCHt small and we have to reach outside,
consultants."
all the
Garrison explained the initial meeting Jan. 29 brought
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Ex-Fletcher staffer feels
wronged by being fired

GREG TRAVIS/1_909er & rimes

Rigsby, Camee Taylor, Haley
MURRAY HIGH SCHOOL CHEERLEADERS (front from left) seniors Whitley Evans, Addle
Lauren Owens, Molly
freshmen
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from
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Wilson
Callie
and
Jones
Ashley
Peal,
Laken
Haverstock, DeAnna Rideout,
Zon Taylor;
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Gnffin and Tayler Alvey, junior Teleise Burkey, freshman Kenzie Webster;
and Alyssa
Dowdy
Abby
juniors
pictured
(Not
Greene
Amanda
freshman
and
Sophomore Allison Doyle, junior Lynley Sullivan
Cathey)
Mallory
coach
assistant
Erickson and

MHS cheerleaders win All A title
have traveled to the Class A state tourna- tional settings where teams perform a two
By SHERRY PURDOM
ment five times(four with the girls, one with and a half minute routine, but this state-tourMISD Public Informabon Officer
RICHMOND. Ky. — The Murray High the boys) under the guidance of their coach nament award is the ultimate competition
School cheerleaders received first place in Jill Herndon. During this time three first because the group is judged on their actual
game. "Our
the state in-game competition after compet- place recognitions were awarded in 1999. performance during the ball
support our
to
always
is
priority
one
number
ing against 15 other teams at the Class A 2005 and 2008. A fourth place recognition
team on to
our
cheer
to
able
being
so
teams,
third
in
a
held
and
2002
in
Tournament
girls'
Basketball
the
was given to
State Boys'
victory at the state tournament and also win
Richmond. Cheerleading teams were judged place award in 2004.
Herndon said she is very proud of the a title ourselves is the ultimate accomplishon every sideline cheer, jump. backhand
spring, floor cheer. spirit, enthusiasm and girls.'This is the third time the MHS cheer- ment."
Earlier this year the MHS cheerleaders'
leaders have received this award and is the
sportsmanship.
first place in the large varsity division
won
claimed
cheerleadMHS
the
members
-senior
second time the'
This is the third time
ers have received this award and is the sec- this title. They also received this award their of the Kentucky Cheer and Dance
Competition and will finish their competiond time the senior members claimed this freshman year."
tive season It nationals in March.
tradithe
loves
cheerleaders
group
MHS
the
the
1999,
said
Since
Herndon
tia.

FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) — A former governor's office staffer
says he feels wronged by being fired after returning from three
months of U.S. Air National Guard training.
Eric Landis, a holdover from former Gov. Ernie Fletcher's
advance team, received a three-sentence letter on Jan. 23 that told
him "your services are no longer needed" without giving a reason.
Landis, 25, told the Lexington Herald-Leader he hasn't decided
whether to appeal or take legal action, but said he felt he had been
wronged by Gov. Steve Beshear's administration.
"I think they've violated both the federal and state laws," Landis
said. "For what reasons, I do not know. I'm disappointed. I'm somewhat humiliated."
Dick Brown, Beshear's communications director, said the administration tried to work closely with Landis to place him in a suitable
position in state government. Brown said Landis didn't respond to
requests by the administration to submit a resume until Jan. 28,
some 10 days after the termination letter was sent.
"From our perspective, we did everything we could to give him
a job, help him stay employed," Brown said. -He was not responsive. That is why he was terminated."
Landis had signed up to join the Air National Guard last May and
was sent on Sept. 12 for "active duty training," according to military
papers Landis provided to the Herald-Leader. By the time Landis
returned to Kentucky and reported for work in the governor's office
on Dec. 18, Beshear had defeated Fletcher in the election and taken
office.
Landis remained in employment limbo with Beshear's administration for several weeks until receiving the termination letter last
month.

•Shank addresses ...
From Front
investigation in Massachusetts
for seven cases, two of which
resulted in deaths, the AP
reported in October.
question
probing
The
Katrina Shank and others have
is how was he hired in Illinois
with a record such as his.
"I know he's got a family to
feed and clothe, but he shouldn't be doing surgeries," said
Shank. "He's got to know he's
doing something wrong when
he's losing so many patients."
Three days after Shank's
husband passed away, VeizagaMendez resigned from the hospital via e-mail, Shank was told
by a hospital employee, and has
not been able to be reached.
"Why was this allowed to
happen, given Dr. Jose VeizagaMendez's track record?" Shank
addressed the committee in
Washington. "How did the system fail my husband and several other veterans at the hands of
this doctor? How many other
veterans are going to have to
lose their lives before we, as a
country, can offer them more
reliable health carer
John Daigh. assistant inspector general for healthcare
inspections, presented a report
before the committee stating the
surgical specialty care line at
the Marion VAMC was in "disarray" with a mortality rate four
times the expected rate as calcu-

•Jackson storm ...
From Front
ed until they said it was OK to
come out. That was about five
minutes at the most." she said.
"I had my flashlight because I
was thinking I'll need it ii the
lights go out in the dorm."
Crook stepped outside to see
buildings crumbled and hundreds of cars tossed and crushed
by the storm
"We were lucky to have a
front door on our dorm," she
said. "I walked out and looked
up immediately at my dorm
room. I'm on the second floor
and I saw my window, and it
looked like somebody had cut
like a..slice of
off the wall
bread the way it falls • Rut the
wall Was actually holding our
roof up lithe wall had fallen,
the roof would have come down
on Us.Her next thought WAS that
her friends were
some of
trapped and she had to help
them. Some male students had
also arnved to help. More than
20 students were trapped behind
wreckage and Jammed doors
fter the dormitories came down
around them, according to an
Associated Press report
"I was pulling girls out of
bathrooms and moving doors. I
don't remember what all I
moved. It's all a blur." she said.

a

there were a lot of girls that
were Just scared and hyperventilating ... just normal stuff.
Everybody was calling people
to tell them they were OK. I was
calling to see if my fnend.s were
OK and to tell them I was OK."
('rook said she and approximately 10) other girls made
their way across campus in the
darkness to the new 'White
College science building where
they hoped to find shelter.
"We were going under wires
and between cars to get over
there." she recalled. "Once we
got there I started seeing my
friends and I could see they
were OK."
Of the thousands of cars
parked on the campus. hers was
one of approximately ISO that
was not damaged.
"My windows are there — no
scratches, no dirt, nothing."
Crook said. "Normally I park
close to our dorm room, but this
one time I parked it over by OW
sorority house. So the one time I
did. I'm glad that I did."
Crook said college administrators, faculty and staff who
were not on campus at the time
of the storm, immediately.
descended on the area. They
provided help, a place to stay
and other support to the students. Crook and many of the
other students lost everything

lated by the Veteran's Health
Administration.
The credentialing and privileging process by which doctors
receive the training and credentials to perform various medical
tasks was "deficient," Daigh
reported. Surgeons were performing procedures they did not
have the ability to perform
including colonoscopies and
placing central lines.
Gerald Cross, principal
deputy under secretari for
health, said the hospital underwent a survey by the Joint
Commission, which was completed on Aug. 31, 2007.-There
were no major issues identified
and the Marion VAMC was reaccredited," he said.
The Marion VAMC provides
care to nearly 44,000 veterans
annually. Cross' report stated
and serves 27 counties in southern Illinois, eight counties in
southwestern Indiana and 17
counties in northwest Kentucky.
It operates 55 acute care beds.
"Although my husband did
not die during battle for our
country, I ultimately believe
that through us he is still fighting for the safety of his comrades in arms and the future
health care of our American veterans," Shank told committee
members. "No other veteran's
family should have to go
through this heartache and pain
that mine and Bob's families
have to endure."
•
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Chelsea Crock's dormitory at Union University was hit hard by
a tornado that destroyed much of the university Tuesday
night. Crook, who was living on the second floor pictured in
this photo, and 11 other girls took shelter from the storm in a
first-floor bathroom.
bered this is the only pair I
they had in the storm
A Tennessee National Guard have," she said. "I lost everyunit has been assigned to "bag thing — my computer. my
and tag" all the belongings they books, my wallet and my keys. I
find in the debris. They will mean, my life was there because
store it until it is safe for stu- I'm there nine months out of the
dents to come back to the cam- year."
Crook said she learned at
pus to collect items.
"It really hit me (Thursday) least one important thing from
when I woke up and went to put the experience. "Be prepared."
on a pair of blue jeans. I rernem- she said.

Lacey's
Family Restaurant
319 North Main St. • Benton, Kentucky

(270) 527-7275
Buffets Daily Breakfast, Lunch 6- Dinner

potential applicants as vendors/consultants together "so everyone is
on a level playing field." He said on March 17. proposals from
interested vendors would be turned into the committee and then
individual meetings would be set up to hear more specifics.
Some board members Wednesday expressed concerns with the
plan. Kenny Darnell questioned if Tapani had inquired about the
project, although that company was not listed at the pre-proposal
vendors meeting. One of its employees is former MCCH CEO Jon
O'Shaughnessy and that group has purchased hospitals on a forprofit basis.
-Mat seems to cross a line," he said.
Garrison said he wasn't aware of Tapani's interest. Board chairman Dr. Jack Rose said thar unless the board's intentions have
•
changed,"this hospital is not for sale."
"I don't want us logo down a road and we can't turn back." said
trustee Dr. Burton Young.
The final decision by the committee should be reached by June.
In other business, hospital construction was hampered by inchmate weather recently but remains on schedule, according to Bud
Byars, director of plant operations. He said work had been running
about 2-3 days ahead of schedule but was delayed by the weather.
Still, the expansion work is on schedule.
Byars also reported that the steel structure of the expansion facility would be erected in approximately 45 days.
Byars noted the first payment to Wehr Construction on the performance bond cost was $314,739.73. The amount contracted with
Wehr for the project. excluding furnishings and additional needs, is
reportedly $48,37 L000.
Regarding a proposed helipad on the hospital's campus. Young
questioned potential locations and even the need for one. Vice
President of Patient Care Services Lisa Ray indicated the time spent
securing a doctor in Nashville and flying a helicopter to Murray and
hack would take essentially the same amount of time if an ambulance drove straight to Nashville from Murray.
Young requested the board examine a list of locations and
business handled by the trustees included:
•approving the December financial reports. MCCH reported a
total net Ins', for December of $411,0tKl. The net operating income
was reported at $.59,000 for December, which was $365,000 below
budget, and a net non-operating loss of $470,000 was repotted due
to the stock market and poor investment performance.
Total expenses were reported at S83.(100 over budget due to
$165,000 for the use of contract labor and higher than average
health claims by employees.
• approving a first-time audit of Murray-Calloway County
Public Hospital Corporation by Lattimore Black Morgan & Cain of
Brentwood. Tenn. It showed "no significant deficiencies" and a
-clean opinion" of the financial statements.
"We didn't have to do a lot of accounting." said Greg Eli with the
CPA firm. -That's evident by no year-end adjustments."
'That speaks well to come through an audit with no action
required." said finance commitee chair Steve Owens.

2 Sirloins, Potatoes, and Salad Bar

oysk

Saturday & Sunday Country Ham Breakfast Bar - $6.50

From Front

options.
Other

"Valentine's Day Special - $25.00 "
Seafood Buffet - Friday &Saturday
(Reg. $14.98) Now Only $12.99
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Six killed at St. Louis-area council meeting

KIRKWOOD, Mo. (AP) —
Ten days after losing a federal
lawsuit against this St. Louis
suburb he insisted harassed him,
a gunman stormed a council
meeting, yelled "Shoot the
mayor!" and opened fire, killing
two police officers and three city
officials, authorities and witnesses said.
The gunman, identified as
Charles Lee "Cookie" Thornton,
critically injured the city's
mayor and wounded a reporter
Thursday night before law
enforcers fatally shot him.
-The only way that 1 can put
into context that you might
understand is that my brother
went to war tonight with the
Mrs. Kathleen Wozgard O'Higgins
Mrs. Kathleen Wozgard O'Higgins, 77, Shannon Creek Road, people, the government that was
New Concord, died Monday. Feb. 4, 2008, at 9 p.m. at her home.
putting torment and strife into
She was manied July 9, 1966, to Allen Kent O'Higgins who died
his life," Thornton's brother,
May 18, 2007. Born May 28, 1930, in West Terre Haute, Ind., she
Gerald Thornton, told KMOVwas the daughter of the late Michael George and Edna Anstasia TV of St. Louis.
Taylor Wozgard. Survivors include one sister, June Florence Bell
Tracy Panus, a St. Louis
and husband, Thomas A., Springfield, Tenn.
County Police spokeswoman,
A memorial mass will be offered for Mrs. O'Higgins and her said the names of the victims
recently deceased husband on Saturday at 11 a.m. at St. Leo
would not be released until a
Catholic Church, Murray. Fr. Mike Williams will officiate. No bur- news conference
this-morning.
ial or visitation will be held. Blalock-Coleman & York Funeral
But the wounded included
Home is in charge of arrangements. Online condolences may be
Mayor Mike Swoboda, who was
made to www.yorkfuneralhome.com
in critical condition late
Thursday in the intensive-care
Mrs. Rachel Farmer Rickman
unit of St. John's Mercy
Mrs. Rachel Farmer Rickman, 88, Alabaster, Ala., died today.
Hospital in Creve Coeur, hospiFeb. 8, 2008, at her home. Her husband, Robert Rickman, and one
brother, Herbert Ralph True, preceded her in death. Born Jan. 2, tal spokesman Bill McShane
said. Another victim, Suburban
1920 in Dukedom, Tenn., she was the daughter of the late William
Grover True and Dulcy Farmer True. Survivors include one son, Journals newspaper reporter
Robert L. Rickman, Birmingham, 'Ala., and two grandchildren, Todd Smith, was in satisfactory
Matthew S. Rickman and Susan E. Coppieans. Imes-Miller Funeral condition, McShane said.
Panus said the gunman killed
Home is in charge of arrangements. Online condolences may be
one officer outside City Hall,
made at www.imestnillercom
then walked into the council
chambers, shot another and conMary Vidmer
Mary Vidmer, 89,Paducah, died Thursday, Feb. 7, 2008, at 12:10 tinued pulling the trigger.
p.m. at Paducah Centre for Rehabilitation and Nursing. She was
Janet McNichols, a reporter
born April 17, 1918. Churchill-Imes Family Funeral Home is in
covering the meeting for the St.
charge of arrangements. Online condolences may be made at
Louis Post-Dispatch, told the
www.imesmiller.com
newspaper the meeting had just
started when the shooter opened
fire. He started yelling about
shooting the mayor while walking around and firing, hitting
Dr. Billy Wayne P'Pool
police Officer Tom Hallman in
The funeral for Dr. Billy Wayne P'Pool will be Sunday at 1:30 the head, she
said.
p.m. in the chapel of Churchill-Imes Family Funeral Home. Rev.
The shooter then went after
Kerry Lamben will officiate. Burial will follow in the Murray City
Public Works Director Kenneth
Cemetery. Visitation will be at the funeral home
Yost, who was sitting in front of
from 5 to 7 p.m. Saturday. Online condolences may
Swoboda,
and shot Yost in the
be made to www.imesmillercom. Expressions of
head. McNichols said.
sympathy may be made to Angels Community
She also said the shooter
Clinic. 1005 Poplar St., Murray, KY 42071.
Dr. P'Pool, 68, Murray, died Wednesday. Feb. 6, fired at City Attorney John
Hessel, who tried to fight off the
2008, at 1:51 a.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
attacker by throwing chairs. The
A retired physician from Murray-Calloway County Hospital. he
shooter then moved behind the
worked as an emergency room physician in Hopkinsville before
moving to Murray in 1962. He was both an Army and Navy veterdesk where the council sits and
an and an avid supporter of Murray State University. He was born
fired more shots at council
June 8, 199 in Trigg County. His father, Daniel Willie P'Pool, premembers.
ceded him in death.
"We crawled under the chairs
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Laurel Parker P'Pool, to whom
and just laid there," McNichols
he was married April 8, 1964; two sons, Bill P'Pool and wife, told ABC's "Good Morning
Ginger, Evansville, Ind.. and Mark Wayne P'Pool, Louisville; one
America" this morning, "We
daughter, Mrs. Mary Huff and husband, Samuel. Louisville; two
heard Cookie shooting, and then
granddaughters. Katie and Megan P'Pool, Evansville; his mother,
we heard some shouting, and the
Mrs. Lillie Overbey P'Pool, Hopkinsville; one brother, Charles
police, the Kirkwood police had
P'Pool and wife, Ok Bun, Greenville, Pa.; one sister, Sue Golladay
heard what was going on. and
and husband, Gant, Cadiz:
the chapel of Collier Funeral Home, Benton. Rev.
Cutis Harrell will officiate. Burial will follow in
the Horn Cemetery. Visitation will be at the funeral home after 5 p.m. today (Friday).
Mrs. Darnell, 92, Hardin, died Wednesday.
Feb. 6, 2008, at 2:45 p.m. at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.
A member of Olive Baptist Church, she retired
from Ashby Chair Factory, Benton. Preceding her
in death were her husband, Euclid Darnell; two
sons, Tommie and Bobbie Dale Darnell; her parDarnell
ents. Jim Thompson and Georgia Wilson
Thompson: two brothers, Jimmy and Hubert
Thompson; and three sisters, Pinkie Poole, Nellie Lovett and Reba
Lovett. Survivors include one daughter, Shirley Gipson,
Hardin:
two sisters, Emma Lou Thompson, Benton, and Mary Lee
Bogard,
Murray; one brother, Wilson Thompson. Benton; five grandchildren; five great-grandchildren.

Paid Obituaries

James L. Johnson
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OBITUARIES / REGIONAL

A graveside service for James L. Johnson will be today (Friday)
at 2 p.m. at the Murray City Cemetery. Rev. Kerry Lambert and
John Dale will officiate. Visitation is now at J.H. Churchill Funeral
Home.
Mr. Johnson, 83, Murray, died Tuesday. Feb. 5,
2008, at 11 p.m. at Spring Creek Health Care. A
former tax commissioner for Calloway County, he
was also former chairman of the Calloway County
Democratic Party. He was director of the MurrayCalloway County Chamber of Commerce for 20
years, a sports announcer fotr Radio Station
WNBS. and a 1943 graduate of Murray High
School.
Preceding him in death were his wife, Verta
Mae Hettinghouse Johnson, one son, James
Johnson
Robert Johnson, and one brother. William Mason
Johnson. Born Dec. 24, 1924, in Calloway County, he was the son
of the late W.F. Johnson and Zula Lee Farris Johnson. Survivors
include one brother. Gene Johnson; daughter-in-law, Linda Osborne
Johnson, Nashville. Tenn.; two sisters-in-law, Elizabeth Outland,
Salem. Ore.. and Dorothy Johnson. Evansville, Incl.; two nephews,
Jeffery Johnson. New York. N.Y.. and Scott Johnson, Los Angeles,
Calif.

Hole E. Duncan
The funeral tor Huie E. Duncan was Tuesday at 1 p.m. in the
chapel of Imes-Miller Funeral Home. Rev. Brett Miles officiated.
Pallbearers were Timmy and Monty Stalls. Jason and Darren
Hargrove, Wesley and Justin Outland and Jake Benke. Bunal was in
the Murray Memorial Gardens.
Mr. Duncan. 87. Murray. died Saturday. Feb. 2. 2008, at II :45
p.m. at Lourdes Hospital, Paducah.
One brother, hell Duncan. preceded Oim in death. Born Feb. 12,
1920. he was the son of the late Huie./Andrew Duncan and Alma
Ree Giles Duncan.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Mavis Travis Duncan; one son.
Michael Duncan and wife. Pam. Sedalia; four daughters. Kathleen
Lamb and husband. Jimmy. Katherine Spann and husband. Robert.
Linda Houston and Brenda Hargrove and husband. Phillip. all of
Murray: six sisters. Iva Nell Croft, Indianapolis, Ind.. Irell Albin,
Dorothy Stone and Evelyn Butterworth, all of Murray. Geraldine
Boaz, Demon, and Joyce Freeze, Mayfield: one brother, Willard
Duncan. Murray; sister-in-law, June Duncan. Mayfield; 13 grandchildren. Shaun Header and husband. Adam. Altoona. Pa.. Darren
Hargrove and wife. Shan& Benton. All Duncan. Sedalia. and
Timmy Stalls and wife, Corina. Monty Stalls and wife, Angela,
Paula Dowdy and husband. Michael, Angie Outland and husband,
Blain, Deann Benki and husband, Tony. Missy Prince and husband,
Barry. Jessica and Jason Hargrove, Sandy Hill and Wina Nance and
husband. Bubba, all of Murray; 25 great-grandchildren: two greatgreat-grandchildren.

Af
Police stand outside city hall Thursday in Kirkwood, Mo. A gunman opened fire inside the builcc
ing at a meeeting of the Kirkwood City Council in suburban St. Louis Thursday night, hitting
the mayor and several council members and leaving six dead including the shooter and twq
officers.
they ran in. and
Kirkwood
Times
quoted (spoken)on it as best he could in,
they shot hint."
Swoboda as saying in June 2006 the courts, and they denied all'
Witness
that Thornton's contentious rights to the access of protection'
Alan Hopefl
remarks over the years created and he took it upon himself to go'
told CNN that
"one of the most embarrassing to war and end the issue," he
Thornton was a
situations that I have experi- said.
frequent visitor
enced in my many years of pubKirkwood is about 20 miles
at
council
lic service."
southwest of downtown Sc
meetings and
The mayor's comments came Louis. City Hall is in a quiet
would be disduring
a meeting attended by area filled with condominiums,
Thornton
ruptive, someThornton two weeks after he eateries and shops, not far from.
times making donkey noises. was forcibly removed from the a dance studio and train station.,
Hopefl said he was there when chambers. Swoboda had said the
The police department's.
the shooting erupted Thursday.
council considered banning chaplain said law enforcers from
"They just opened up a pub- Thornton from future meetings several agencies were anguished
lic hearing, and the attorney was but decided against it.
over the shootings.
reading the document into the
Thornton said during the
"They're all just so sad,
record when Mr. Thornton meeting he had been issued shocked by this," said Father
.
entered the room. went down more than 150 tickets.
Robert Osborne of St. Petei•
one side of the loom up to the
In a federal lawsuit stemming Catholic Church. "This doesn't
police officer who's normally from his arrests during tvio happen in Kirkwood."
there, pulled the gun out, shot meetings just weeks apart,
Despite its reputation locally
the police officer, and then he Thornton insisted that Kirkwood for serenity, the city has grapproceeded to move toward the officials violated his constitu- pled in recent years with crimes
front of the council," Hope tional rights to free speech by that brought it unwanted =en:
said.
barring him from speaking at the tion.
The
newspaper quoted meetings.
Down the street from City
MCNichols as saying Swoboda,
Bill a judge in St. Louis Hall is the Imo's pizzeria once
and council members Michael tossed out the suit Jan. 28,-writ- managed by Michael Devlin;
H.T. Lynch and Connie Karr ing that "any restrictionai•nn who kidnapped 11-year-old
also were hit.4She identified the Thornton's speech were reaspri- Shawn Hornbeck in 2002 and
gunman as Charles Thornton. able, viewpoint neutral. and held him for four years befor4
whom she knows from covering served important govemrneatal authorities rescued him in
the council.
interests."
January 2007. Also rescued was
Thornton was often a conGerald Thornton told KMOV Ben Ownby, another teenager
tentious presence at it meetings; the legal setback may have been Devlin abducted just days
he had twice been convicted of his brother's final straw."He has before Devlin's arrest.
disorderly conduct for disrupting meetings in May 2006.
PUBLIC HEARING
Most of his ire was directed
at the mayor and Yost.
The Murray IndeperAtient School District Board of
McNichols said.
Education has been asked to consider changing the
The
weekly
Webstergrading scale in our schools. The Board will hold a

public hearing on Thursday, February 14, 2008, at 6:00
p.m. and Thursday, March 13, 2008, at 6:00 p.m., to
allow interested citizens the opportunity to provide'
input into this discussion. Both hearings will be held'
at the Carter Administration Building, 208 S. 13th,
Street, Murray, KY.
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Long Term Care
FRANKFORT - More than 40 bills had passed the Kentucky
House of Representatives this session by the end of last week,
aS legISLIII011 to increase long-term Carr funding for Kentuckians
with special needs. provide a tax credit for live-organ donation.
,ual limit double fines in highway work zones made their way
through the chamber and were sent to the Senate for a vote.
Kentuckians with disabilities across the
Commonwealth would benefit fnan the Rassage of House Bill 13, a measure which
passed 91-0 on Monday. The bill would
establish a Kentucky Family Needs Trust
Program to supplement any public assistance
provided for the long-term care of persons
with disabilities. including those in the states
care. 1r program would be funded through
contribtmons to a trust fund. Those combolions would come from the benefimanes'
mends and guardians-not the state,
which would be prohibited from using the
Legislative trust fund for other purposes-and be overseen by a board of trustees. HB 13 now
Update
By Rep. kaeloin goes to the Senate,for its consideration.
Henley
Another human services bill that passed
the House lag week was 118 234, which
0-Murray
would provide a tax credit of up to $10,000
for those who donate live organs for transplant. It would also give full-time state employees who donate a
live organ up to 30 days paid leave to recuperate. HB 234
passed by a vote of 94-0 and will join NB 13 for consideration
by the Senate.
The highway bill that passed this week amends current state
law requiring that fines for speeding an a highway work zone be
doubled whether highway workers are present or not. Under 1413
325. which we passed 90-0 on Monday. those caught speeding in
one of the work zones would not have their fine doubled if no
highway workers were present at the time and no signs were
posted warning drivers that they would face a double fine for
speeding in a work zone while workers were on the job. FIB
325 was also sent to the Senate for consideration.
Voter turnout and voting nghts were on the minds" of members of the Howe Elections. Constitutional Amendments and
Intergovernmental Affairs Committee this week, as the committee
passed two bills on Tuesday that could increase voter participation in gate elections.
One -of those bills was HB 138, which would create what is
called *early voting' statewide for every registered yolef, not just
those who will be out of their county of residence on Election
Day. Should it pass into law. registered voters could vote up to
12 days before an election without offering an excuse as to why
they cannot vote on election day, as is now required for in-person *armee voters. The other bill. HB 70, would put a constitutional amendment on the next statewide general election ballot
allowing voters to decide whether to restore the voting rights of
non-violent felons. Both bills now go to the full House for in
consideration.
The House has passed legislation an past sessions that proposes a constitutional amendment to restore non-violent felon voting
nghn. but that legislation stalled in the Senate. A bill to establish
early voting faded in the House in 2(107 due to time constraints
dunng that year's short 30-day session.
Child safety was the focus of legislation passed by the House
Transportation ('onvnittee last week. That legislation. HB 55,
would require that children under 8 years old who are between
40 and 57 inches tall be placed in booster sears when riding in
a motor vehicle.• The proposal IS identical to booster-scat legislation Flamed by the House last year that died in the Senate.
Under the proposal. violators would face a $50 prepayable
tine Nit would not have to pay court cogs or additional fees.
Exemptions from additional costs are also included for those who
lad to properly secure an infant in a child restraint seat or who
violate the state's segbelt l&W, which carnes a prepayable fine of
up to $25 but no court costs. The bill now goes to the full
House for a vote.
House Bill 307 would allow the Academy at Western Kentucky University for high school juniors and seniors to award
dic4ornas and secure funding The bill was also passed on the
House floor this week by a vote of 93-0.
lhe Howie of Representatives gained two new members this
week as a result of special elections. Former attorney general
and Democratic House nujonty leader Greg Sawn) will represent the 95th House Ihstnct which covers most of Floyd County.
Will C'oursey. a hanker, will represent the btli House District seat
in western Kentucky House Democrats look forward to working
with these two excellent members.
You can stay informed of legislative action on bills of interest
flo you this session by logging 01140 the Legislative Research
Conunission wetaite at wwwirc.ky.gov or by calling the IBC
loll-tree Ball Status lane at 866-840-2835. To find out when a
committee meeting is schedukal you can call the LRC toll-free
Meeting Information Line at 800-633-9650.
If you would like to share your clement. Of concerns with
me or another legislator about a particular hill under congderabon this session, you can call the toll-tree Legislative Message
Lane g 800-372-7181 Addiuonally, you can e-mail me at
Melvin* melvinhenky.com or s unit my webpage hnp.ilmel.inhenkyourn to enter comments.
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McCain seeks to unite GOP
WASHINGTON (AP)
John McCain is on the brink
of securing the Republican
Party presidential nomination
that eluded him eight years
ago and seemed far out of
reach last summer.
The Arizona senator all
but clinched the nod Thursday as Mitt Romney bowed
out of a bruising yearlong
fight.
"We're continuing campaigning and not taking anything for granted.- McCain
said in an Associated Press
interview, still reluctant to
call himself anything more
than the front-runner. "I certainly think that we have
enhanced our chances.Romney's departure —
and, with it. Mc('ain's elevation -- marked the latest
chapter in an extraordinary
story line over the past year.
Mcl'ain went from casting
himself as the inevitable
Republican nominee as the
race began to finding his
campaign broke and unraveled last summer. Essentially
starting from scratch. McCain
pressed ahead with dogged
determination and managed
to prevail in New Hampshire. Then came hard-fought
victories in South Carolina
and Honda. A coast-to-coast
'Super Tuesday primary rout
followed. leaving Romney little choice but to end his
hid.
Now, only Mike Huckabee
and Ron Paul remain in
%hat had been a crowded
and wide-open nomination
light. Both have narrow voting constituencies and are far
behind in the hunt for delegates to the GOP's nominating convention this summer.
That leaves McCain.
whose independent streak
rankles many in the Republican rank-and-file, poised to
assume President Rush',
Position as the pan) stall
dard-bearer. As Romney
withdrew, McCain sought to
mend his tattered relationship
with conservatives and unity
a splintered GOP. A parade
of prominent Republicans
swung behind his candidacy.
It is my sincere hope
that even if you believe
have occasionally erred in
my reasoning as a fellow
conservative, you will still
allow that I have. in many
ways important to all of us.
maintained the record of a
conservative," McCain told a
gathering of the party's influential right flank on Thursday. hours after Romney told

presidency." Now, DeMint
said, conservatives must
"empower Senator McCain to
By Liz Swim
carry our conservative values."
the same
into a full"We need him as much as
group he was
scale revolt.
he needs us,- DeMint said.
ending his
But that doesStill, many conservatives
campaign.
n't appear to
remained skeptical, indicating
he
happening,
Said Romthe challenge ahead for
if McCain's
ney. "I must
McCain as he tries to turn
reception at
now stand
out the Republican base
the Conservaaside, for our
come the fall race against
tive Political
party and our
Clinton or Obama.
Action
Concountry.
"Most conservatives will
ference
was
"If I fight
Romney vote for him. But 'most conany indication.
on in my
servatives' is not enough to
Activists there
campaign. all the way to the
win the election, it's not
seemed resigned — if not
convention, I would forestall
enough
to secure your base."
pleased
—
at
prospect
the
of
the launch of a national
said David Keene, chairman
McCain's nomination.
campaign and make it more
Other Republicans said the of the American Conservative
likely that Senator (Hillary
Union.
Rodham) Clinton or (Barack) fight was effectively over,
Gary Bauer, a prominent
and that Huckabee appeared
Obama would win."
conservative and former presto be angling more for a
Romney's fate had been
vice presidential slot than the idential candidate, indicated
virtually sealed earlier this
that uniting the party was a
top of the ticket.
week when he failed to stop
two-way street, saying: "Sen"John McCain's going to
McCain's coast-to-coast Super
ator McCain will have to
Disney World," said Dan
Tuesday rout in presidential
reach out to conservatives.
Schnur. an unaligned GOP
primaries: McCain and Romand conservatives importantly
strategist who worked on
ney spoke by phone Thurswill have to reach out to
McCain's failed presidential
day but no endorsement was
Senator McCain."
campaign eight years ago.
sought nor offered.
"Even if every social conser.• Some offered an even
With weekend contests in
vative in the Republican
more dour view.
Louisiana and Kansas up
Party turns out for Mike
next. McCain has secured
-The Republican Party has
Huckabee in the remaining
707 delegates, more than
left the moral conservative
primaries,
he
doesn't
just
halfway to the 1,191 needed
base adrift," said Jerome
to win the nomination. Rom- have the credentials as an
Corsi. a conservative activist.
economic and national securiney has 294 and Huckabee
Undeterred by such skeptity conservative to pull this
195. Paul, the libertariancism, McCain looked ahead
off."
leaning Texas congressman.
to the fall campaign and saw
As it became clear that
had only 14 — and no
his speech as a starting point
McCain was the likely nomichance to catch McCain.
to unite the GOP.
nee, he won the support of
Huckabee is still mathe"I know I have a responseveral
high-profile
conservamatically viable in the race.
sibility, if I am, as I hope
tives and members of the
but he will need a lot of
to be. the Republican nomiRepublican establishment.
help from Romney's supportnee for president, to unite
During a vote on the Senate
ers if he doesn't prevail in
the party and prepare for the
floor,
almost
every
Republiupcoming contests. Numbers
great contest in November.
can lined up to shake his
aside. Huckabee also faces a
And I am acutely aware that
hand and congratulate him.
steep challenge. The former
I cannot succeed in that
"It is now time for
Arkansas governor's primary
endeavor, nor can our party
Republicans across the counconstituency is Christian
evangelicals, and he has won try to unite. Together, led by prevail over the challenge we
will face from either Senator
Senator McCain. we will
only in states where they
Clinton or Senator Obama.
work for a better, safer,
dominate presidential contests
without the support of dedistronger America." said Ken
— Iowa, Arkansas, Alabama.
cated conservatives.- McCain
Mehlman, a former RepubliTennessee, West Virginia and
said in a speech greeted
can National Committee
Georgia.
alternately with boos and
chairman.
Privately. some Huckabee
cheers.
McCain also collected the
aides were eager to see their
After it. McCain told the
backing of former Virginia
boss follow Romney's lead.
AP: "There's a lot of work
Sen. George Allen. who
Publicly, Huckabee showed
to do. But I thought this
appeared with him at the
no sign of backing down.
was a very good beginning
conservative conference
-I still believe that this
and I'm confident by this
speech, and Texas Sen. John
thing is a long way from
reception that we can continComyn. whom McCain has
being • settled. And. now that
ue successfully to unite the
had heated words with over
the field is down to two,
immigration.
Party.our chances have substantialSouth Carolina Sen. Jim
ly improved," he said in
DeMint, who had endorsed
New York City.
Associated Press writers
Jim Kuhnhenn, Stephen
The only other way Huck- Romney, said conservatives
Ohlemacher. Laurie Kellman
abet could seize the nomina- "spent a lot of time critio/ing Senator McCain and not
in Washington and Eric
tion is if conservative comrallying around a candidate
plaints about McCain turn
Gorski in Denver contributed
that could take us to the
,to this report.

POLITICS TODAY

OUR READERS WRITE
To the Editor.
As you know the last week or so
has been a very busy weather week.
Most of the time we do not have to
worry about springtime storms in February
But we, the members of the Calloway County DES Rescue Squad, want
to say a very special thanks to the two
mature:its here in Murray that was con-

siderant enough during the storm Tuesday night to donate food to a very
hungry buch of volunteers. Even though
due to policy I can not mention you
by name, you went above and beyond
in your kindness.
Our Rescue Squad members had
been out most of the night and were
wet, tired, sleepy and hungry, and your
food donations of burgers and pizza

made our job a little easier. We want
you to know that it was very much
appreciated and we thank you from the
bottoms of our hearts.
Thank you.
Chief Ronnie Burkeen
Calloway County DES Rescue Squad
Calloway County SAR Coordinator
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Free tax help by AARP
counselors is available

Writer's
Potpourri
on Saturday'.

Free tax help from AARP tax counselors
is avidlable for low and middle income,
with special attention to those ages 60 and
older at the Murray-Calloway County Senior
Citizens Center,607 Poplar St-, Murray,each
Wednesday from 9 a.m. to 3 p.m. through
April 2.
Services are provided on a first come,
first served basis. Each one should bring
the current ?ear's tax forms, W-2 forms,
SSA -1099, Social Security cards and an?
Jo's
Datebook other pertinent information. For informaBy Jo Burkeen tion call Teri Cobb at the center at 7530929.
Community
Editor

North Council will meet

North Elementary School Based Decision Making Council
will meet Monday at 3:30 p.m. at the school. Also the District Council will meet Monday at 5 p.m. at the board office

Health Matters event Monday
Health Matters will present a nutritional seminar on -Think
Prevention and restoration" on Monday at 6:30 p.m. in the
meeting room of Calloway County Public Library. For information call 1-731-644-1780.

Songwriters will meet Monday
The West Kentucky Songwriters Chapter (NSAI) will meet
Monday at 6 p.m. in the Murray State University Curtis Center. Kenya Walker. pro-songwriter from Nashville will attend
the workshop and critique songs. For information call Janet at
293-7252.

Relay for Life Captains to meet
Relay for Life Captains meeting will be Monday at 5:45
p.m. at Weaks Community center. The packets are ready with
all the information you need to get your team organized for
2008. A special session for new teams' captains will be held
at 5:30 p.m.

Republicans will meet Monday
n to

h as
Id.
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:ting
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Calloway County Republicans will meet Monday at 7 p.m.
in the meeting room of Calloway County Public Library. The
Purchase Area Lincoln Day Dinner to be held March 1 at
Murray State University will be the main topic on the agenda. All Republicans are urged to attend.

Mother to Mother Group to meet
Mother to Mother, a support group for breastfeeding moms,
is scheduled to meet Saturday at 10:45 a.m. at St. John's Episcopal Church. Featured will be refreshments and door prizes.
Pregnant moms, dads and older children are welcome. For
more information call Heather Duffy at 436-5657.

ill

Kirksey Park plans registration

Con-

Kirksey Park Inc. will have its registration for the season
on Saturdays. Feb. 9 and 16 from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. and on
Friday. Feb. 15 from 4 to 6 p.m. at Kirksey United Methodist
Church. located in front of Kirksey park. This is open to boys
for T-ball, 3-6, Pinto, 7 and S. Throughbred, 9 to II. Mustang, 12 and 14, Pony. 15 and 18, and girls, Fillies, 7 to 10,
Spirits, II to 16, and Mares, 16 and 19. Costs include $35
for first child and $20 for additional children. For more information call Dianna at 1-270-527-2072 or Joey at 489-2620.
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CHAPTER OFFICERS: Installed as officers of the Murray Star Chapter #433 Order of the
Eastern Star were, from left, front row, Joyce Wetherholt, Electa, Loretta Adams, conductress.
Shelia Dix, Martha, Martha Hale, Adah, Sybil Lasater, worthy matron, luta Hutson, marshal,
Leann Ferguson, Ruth; back row, Dorothy Bazzell, chaplain, Dennis Adams, worthy patron,
Shirley Murray, associate conductress, Betty Kunkle!, associate matron. Catherine Tinsley,
secretary, Nancy Manning, sentinel, Janice Nesbitt, Esther, Virginia Tucker. treasurer, and
Thomas Tucker, warder. The chapter meets each second Tuesday at the Masonic building.

Quartet to perform at Lovett Feb. 15
Lovett Live opens its spring
onstage series with the local
Todd Hill Quartet. The jazz
band will perform at Lovett
Auditorium Feb. 15 at 7:30
p.m. while the audience enjoys
dancing, heavy hors devours
and desserts.
The Todd Hill Quartet, a
smaller group drawn from the
Todd Hill Orchestra, has been
entertaining
listeners
and
dancers throughout the midsouth for twenty-five years.
Founded with the late Chuck
Simons while Hill was a student at Murray State University, the Quartet has played at
venues throughout the region.
The band is known for both
•-

their high-energy performances of swing tunes and their
tender interpretations of love
songs and ballads. "Once upon
a time, one of my press agents
said, 'these guys are the best
aid to romance since kissing,'"
said Hill.
Lovett Live's spring onstage
series will be in full swing
following the Valentine's weekend event. "We wanted to open
this season with a very social
event," explains Mae Flint.
assistant facility manager of
the RSEC and Lovett Auditorium. "We want to let our
audience know that Lovett Live
is a place to hear great music.
and to enjoy the company of

Calloway District Council to meet
Calloway County School District Site Based Decision Making Councils will meet jointly Monday at 5 p.m. in the office
meeting room of Calloway County Board of Education. Al)
interested persons are invited.

Bethel plans special event
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The United Methodist Women of Bethel United Methodist
Church will have a supper of hot tamales, chili, hot dogs.
drinks and desserts on Saturday from 5 to 7 p.m. at the church.
located on Bethel Church Road, Highway 1439 of Ky. Hwy.
80. There is no charge but love gifts would be appreciated.
Rev. Jason Jones, pastor, invites the public to attend.
Photo provided

Blood drive on Sunday
A Blood Drive tor Murray-Calloway County Hospital Blood
Bank will be Sunday from 11 a.m. to 3 p.m. in the Christian
Life Center of First United Methodist Church. For information
call Melissa Easley at 753-8096.

PIN PRESENTED: Woodmen of the World Lodge 827 recently presented a 25 year membership pin to Lois Anderson of
the Murray lodge. Presenting the pin was President of Lodge
827 Mike Faihst.

Safe Boating Class on Saturday

&)enl Weminciers

Safe Bating Class will be Saturday from 8 a.m. to 5 p.m.
at Glendale Road Church of Christ. This sponsored by U.S.
Coast Guard Auxiliary. For information call 753-4934 or I270-354-9966.

The following is a reminder of events planned for this week
that were recently published in the Murray Ledger & Times.

Motorcross racing Saturday
Motorcross racing will be Saturday at West Kentucky Exposition Center, Murray. Amateur race will be at 10 a.m. and
Pro Race at 7:30 p.m. Admission will be charged. For information call 1-210-619-7011.

DAR will host luncheon
The Captain Wendell Oury Chapter of the Daughters of the
American Revolution will host :• a luncheon at noon on Saturday at August Moon Restaurant to honor the 2008 DAR Good
Citizen Award winners, Maria _Sarah ,JiuKs, Murray High School.
and Tatum Elizabeth Dale, Calloway County High School
Wilma Beatty and Roberta Whitley will be hostesses. Members and prospective members are invited to attend.

Mr. and Mrs. Mitchell Grant Jackson of Murray will host
a post-wedding reception on Sunday. Feb. 10, 2008. from 2 to
4 p.m. at South Pleasant Grove United Methodist Church. All
relatives and friends are invited and the couple requests that
guests not bring gifts. The couple was married Dec. 31, 2007.
in a private garden terrace ceremony in St. Thomas. U.S. Virgin Islands.
Mr. and Mrs. Lynn Darnall are today, Friday. Feb. 8.
2008. celebrating their 50th wedding anniversary.

Book Your Couples Mamage Today!
For Your Valentine's Day Treat!

Tea for Henson couple Saturday

Gh Calibrates

A household tea for Jackie and Lisa Henson will be Satut
day from I to 5 p.m. at the South Marshall Missionary Bap
tist Church, located on Old Liberty Schoolhouse Road. Thc
couple lost their home by fire on Jan. 24. For more information call 437-3096.

Atabbk!

Shriners Bingo tonight
dry
h
orn the
VI

Murray Shriners announced that Bingo will be held tonight
at 6:30 at the Shrine Club facility. Ky. 121 North, Murray
Proceeds help support many local and Shrine charitable activ
Ines

Glory Bound Entertainment tonight
nk you.
Burkeen
e Squad
srdinator

Glory Bound Christian Entertainment Ministry will be tonight
from 7 to 9 in the fellowship hall of Goshen United Methodist
Church. 4726 Ky. 121 North at Stella. For more information
call Joe Lawrence at 753-5643. Renee Taylor at 753-8124 or
Patrick Lea at 761-2666 or e-mail glory-boundRhotmail com

roston)octier-c.e

friends in a swanky night club
atmosphere."
The ticket price includes
heavy hors devours and dessert.
Tickets are on sale now and
may be purchased at the RSEC
Box Office. all Ticketmaster
outlets,
online
at
ticketmastercom or through the
Ticketmaster Phone Center at
1-877-894-4474.
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You Know Who You Are
By Danyelle Clark
You know who you are •
You know what you did
So when you think of
the number 30
Remember what I did
For you and your family. '

Local high schools record
impressive wins at
Governor's Cup competition
Calloway County High
School and Murray High School
recorded impressive wins at
last weekend's 2008 Governor's Cup competition.
According to information
from the Kentucky Association
for Academic Competition, city
and county standings in District 4 were as follows:
Mathematics Assessment:
First, Courtney Elder, Calloway
County High School; Fourth,
Nozomu Okuda, Calloway
County High School; Fifth,
Mitch Morton, Calloway County High School.
Science Assessment: First,
Kristen Mikilcik, ,Calloway
County High School; Fourth,
Tony Tang, Murray High
School.
Composition: Fourth. Kristina Kiefer, Murray High School;
Fifth, Chloe Zimmerman, Murray High School.
Social Studies Assessment:
Fourth, Charlton Clay well,
Murray High School; Fifth,
Justin Palmer, Calloway County High School.
Language Arts Assessment:
First, Cassidy Copeland, Murray High School; Second, Justin
Palmer, Calloway County High
School; Fourth, Danielle Pritchett, Calloway County High
School;

Arts & Humanities Assess::
meat: First, Kristen Mikulcik.
Calloway County High.Schoo4
Second. Patrick Hughes, Murray High School; Fourth. Jackie Elder, Calloway County High
School; Fifth, Megan Belknap,
Murray High School.
Future Problem Solving
Team: First, Calloway County
High School; Second, Murray
High School.
Quick Recall Team: Second,
Calloway County High School;
Fourth. Murray High School.;
Final Standings: First, Catloway County High School (40
points); Third,, Murray High
School (23 points). Marshatl
County High School finished
second in the final standing
with 39 points and Christiap
Fellowship School finishesl
fourth in the final standings wit)i
21 points.
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SCHEDULE GOOD THRU FEB 13
moviesinmurray.com
Welcome Home Roscoe Jenkins
P6I3 - 1:00 - 3:35 - 7:10 - 9:35

The Bucket List
P613 1:35 • 3:45 • 7:05 - 9:20

27 Dresses
PG13 - 1:30 - 4:00 - 7:20 - 945

Fool's Gold
P613. 1:20 - 3:50 - 6:55 - 9:25
SHOWTIMES BEFORE 6 PM
ON SAT. & SUN. ONLY
The Eye
P613. 1125 • 3:40 - 7:25 • 9:40

Untraceable
R - 1:10 - 7:35

Call(270) 767-0700 to make your dopon itt lei it today'

Writer's Potpourri will he
Saturday at 9:30 a.m. at the
Calloway
County
Publii
Library. All interested writett
are inv11110.
Wilml J. Sanders, directot
has released some of the poe
written by participants as fl
lows:
1
Snowflakes
By Margaret R. Elkins
Like weightless feathers ,!
Snowflakes float to the
ground,
Their delicate appearance
Makes no sound.
One by one, in unison,
They blanket all the earth
To set the winter scene.
Snowflakes cap
Steepled mountain tops
And surf salty seas below;.
Tree limbs snap and pop •
From the weight of ice ana
snow.
Birds in flight
Whistle melodies,
Which touch the hearts and
souls
Of all humanity.

Meet The Spartans

May

MiClkiff
2008

Erin Yates .Se
Andrew McClure.
May 51, 2006

Nancy Robertson 6,
Terra Adams
June I, ZOOS

f5rittaria Lamb EY
Mack 15ucil
June 7, 2008"

C.allie Lowe 6,
Ross Wimberlem
June 14, 2.008

Megan Jones 6,
Aaron Storetj
June 14, 2008'

Shen Tidwell
Michael Mueklemarl
„iulq 5, 2008

15eth Ann Dunavant
6. Justin Pounds
September 2.7, 2008
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Rambo
R -115-3:20-730-9:3o
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Dear Friends, let us love one another,
because love comesfrom God.

110a m

II am
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UNITY OF FAITH FELLOWSHIP
3 p in
Sunday.
7 p in
Wednesday
CHURCH OF THE LIVING GOD
9 30 a m
Bible School
1130 am & 7 pm
Worship
Study
Wed Bible
Pm
7 p in
Fnday Worship
HARMONY MENNONYIE CHURCH
Mlle...rat ol 141111
I I
10 041a in
Sunday School
10 45 a in
Worship
7 30 p in
Evening Servo,
HIGHER PRAISE
WORSHIP CENTER
lo 111 am &6prri
Praise and Worship
7 p in
Wednesday Family Trait-wig
NEW LIFE CHRISTIAN CENTER
10 30 a m
Sundays
7.00 p.m
Wednesdays
AMERICA'S CHURCH OF GOD
1408 Swiluoare St
10:00 a.m. & 5 00 p in

Sundays

MURRAY RESTORATION
BRANCH OF JESUS CHRIST
10 00 a m
Morning Worship
10 15 a m
Sunday School
11 00 a m
Worship
SADDLE CREEK CHURCH
11 00 a m
Sunday Morning
6 30 p m
Wednesday Evening

JEHOVAH'S WITNESSES
JEHOVAH'S WITNESS
m
9 30
iblic Talk
10 30 a m
A ittrhtower Study

MT. HERRON
10:00 a.m
Worship
11 -00 a.m
Sunday School
PALESIINE UNTIED
1000 a.m
Sunday School
11.00 a m
Worship
RUSSELL CHAPEL UNITED
9:30 •.m
Worship
11:00 a.m
Sunday School
SOUTH PLEASANT GROVE
945 a.m.
Sunday School
1045 a.m.
Morning Worship
TEMPLE HILL UNITED
9:00 a.m.
Sunday School
10:00 a.m
Preaching

WAYIIEN CHAPEL AME CHURCH
10-00 a.m
Sunday School
11 -00 am.
Morning Service
MUM
MURRAY CHURCH
9:45 a.m.
Sunday School
1045 a.m.
Morning Worship
6:00 p.m.
Evening Worship
6:30 p.m.
Wednesday Worship

PENTECOSTAL
BETHEL FELLOWSHIP
CHURCH OF GOD
1000 a.m.
Sunday School
11 00 a.m & 6:00 p.m.
Church
7:00 p.m.
Wednesday
BETHEL APOSTOLIC
PENTECOSTAL CHURCH
10:00 a.m
Sunday School
11:00 a.m.
Worship Service
5:00 p.m.
Sunday Night
7:00 p.m
Wednesday Night

BETHEL UNITED
9:3)) a in
Morning Worship
10 30 a m
Sunday School
6,00 p m
2nd & 401Si/in Night

7pm
WEST FORK
11 00 a m
Morning Worship
7 00 p m
Wednesday Evening
4404) p
Sunday Evening

COLDWATER CHURCH OF CHRIST
9 30• m
Sunday School
10 IS•in
Morning Worship
6,00 p m
Evening Worship
7:00 p m
Wed Bible Study

WEST/ODE RAPTI/TS CHURCH
930. In
Sunday School
1010• m & tipm
Worship
7pm
Wednesday

DEXTER
030• m
Sunday School
1030am & 600 pm
Worship
7 00 p in
Wednesday
FRIENDSHIP
1000• m
Bible Study
1100•m
Morning Worship
5-00 p.m
Evening Warship

BETHANY BAPTIST CHURCH
10 a in
Sunday School
11 am & 6pm
Worship
p in
Wednesday
VICTORY BAPTIST CHURCH
10• m
Sunday School
11 am 66pm
Worship
7pm
Wednesday

GREEN PLAIN
low a m
Bible Study
10 45 am
Morning Service
600 p in
Evening Worship
7 00 p m
Wednesday Worship

EMILIE

HAZEL CHURCH OF CHRIST
9 00 a m
Bible Study
954) a in
Morning Worship
600 p in
Evening Worship
7(N) pin
Mid-Week Worship
SWIM GROVE CHURCH OF CHRIST
9444) am
Sunday Bible Claris
10 00•m
Morning Worship
700 pm
Wednesday Night
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10 15•tn
Worship Servirri
MURRAY CHRISTIAN TELUTIFSHIP
9 10• m
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10 30• in
Worship
6 1St pm
Evening Service
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Thursday Night
10.00 a.m
Sunday Morning
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Sunday Evening
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Bible School
Morning Worship
Evening Worship

MT.CARMEL
10-00 a m
Worship
11 00 a m
Sunday Schaal

IMMANUEL LUTHERAN
WOO a in
Bible Study
10 30 a in
Worship

Good News Bible 1 John 4:7
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11 a m
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In the Bible, chapter 13 of St.
Paul's first letter to the
Corinthians is sometimes called
the "Love Clupter." It says in
part that, "love is very patient
and kind, never jealous or envious, never boastful or proud,
never haughty or selfish or
rude. Love does not demand its
own way. It is not irritable or
touchy. It does not hold grudges
and will hardly even notice
when others do it wrong." St.
Paul also tells us that if we do
not have love, we are worth
nothing at all. We often hear this reading at weddings because it is good advice for the bride and
groom as well as for the attending guests. It seems
that we can never read or hear these words without
thinking about some aspect of our lives that we can
improve. Perfect love is something that everyone
liould strive for, and the Bible tells us that we
should love God and our neighbor."God is Love,"
and when we are striving for perfect love, we are
nurturing a relationship with our Heavenly Father

NORTH/ODE
10 00 a in
Morning Worship
6 00 p ii
Evenirig Worship
NEW PROVIDENCE
1004) a in
Sunday School
Ilam & 6 p m
Worship

marrow

Love One Another

MOUNT BORER FREEWILL BAPTIST
9JlJarn
Sunday School
11 00 a in
Worship
NEW MT. CARMEL MISSIONARY
11 00 a in
Morning Worship
600 p
Evening Worship
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LAND
MINISTRIES INTERNATIONAL
7 p.m
niesdays Bad* Study
Saturdays Spiritual Training 6 p in
Saturdays Celebrauon Service 7 pm

LAME OAK PRIMITIVE
200 pm
1st Sunday
2 00 p m
3rd Sunday

AlITENTISTS

4.1.1 p 171

IUIRKSEY CHURCH OF CHRIST
10-00 iint
Sunday School
1050•ID
Morning Worship
700 pm
Evening Worship
'Sunday & Wedneedaysi
MT.OLIVE CHURCH OF CHRIST
10 00•m
Sunday School
11 -00•m
Morning Worship
600 p in
Evening Worship
NEW CONCORD
950 am 1116 pm
Worship
9 a.m
Classes
Bible
7 p in
Wednesday
NEW PROVIDENCE
900am
Bible Study
10 00• m & 600 p m
Worship
7 010p m
Wed Bible Study
PLEASANT VALLEY
10 45 a in
Morning Worship
6 00 p m
Evening Worship

SECOND STREET
104.5 am
Morning Worship
6 00 p.m.
Evening Worship
GLENDALE ROAD CHURCH OF=KT
tam . 9 a.m. & 6 p.m.
Worship
10:15 a.m.
Bible Study
7 p.m.
Wed Bible Study

BROOK'S CHAPEL UNITED
10 00 a.m
Sunday School
II 00 a.m
Morning Worship
6.00 p m
1st & 3rd Sun. Night
COLDWATER
10 00 a.m
Sunday School
1100 a.m
Worship

UNION GROVE
10:50 a.m.
Morning Worship
6:00 p.m.
Evening Worship

COLE'S CAMPGROUND
8,50 a.m
Worship Service
9:50 a.m
Sunday School

UNIVERSITY
IMO am.
Bible Clams,
1000 am & 5:00 p.m.
Worship

DIRTERHARDIN UNIT=
910 a.m.
Contemporary Service
1000 a.m.
Bible Study
1100 a.m.
Regular Worship

WEST MURRAY
10:50 •.m.
Morning Worship
600 p.m.
Evening Worship
WILLIAMS CHAPEL
9:00 a.m
Morning
6700 p.m.
Evening
71X1 p.m.
Wednesday

er

MRCS JESUS CHRIST
INF UTTER IR WITS
CHURCH OF JESt s HEM
OF LATTER DAY sAiNT8
10-00 am
Sunday PnesthJsid
11.10 cm
Sunday School
12 10 p.m
Sacrament MeetIng

oral.= serrimourr

FIRST
Worship
Sunday School

8.45k 11 am
9.50 a in

GOOD SHEPHERD UNITED
10-00 a.m
Sunday School
11 00 a.m
Worship Service
GOSHEN METHODIST
9.00 a.m.
Sunday School
10:00 a.m.
Morning Worship
HAZEL UNITED METHODIST
11:00 am.
Sunday School
9,45 a.m.
Morning Worship

CALVARY TEMPLE
10:00 a.m.
Sunday School
11-00 a.m k 6:30 p.m.
Worship
Wed Evening & Youth Service 7:00 p.m
DEXTER PENTECOSTAL CHURCH
10:00 am.
Sunday School
11 a.m. & 6 p.m.
Worship
MURRAY FIRST UPC
10:00 a.m
Sunday School
11:00 a.m
Worship
700 p.m
Wednesday Worship
FAITH TABERNACLE
10:00 a.m.
Sunday School
11 a.m. & 7 p.m.
Worship
JENNY RIDGE PENTECOSTAL
6-00 p in
Saturday Evening
10.30 a.m & 6 p rn
Worship
MURRAY FIRST UNTIED
PENTECOSTAL CHURCH
10 a.m.
Sunday School & Worship
6 p.m.
Evening Worship
7p
Wednesday
NEW CONCORD
10 a.m.
Sunday Worship & Service
Worship Sun. 6 p.m. & Wed. 7 p.m.
TRINITY CHRISTIAN CENT=
10 00 a.m.
Sunday School
10 50 a.m & 6 p.m.
Worship
7p
Worship
Wednesday
UNTIED PENTECOSTAL
CHURCH-NEW CONCORD
10.00 a m
Sunday School
11 00-7 30 p m
Worship Semce

EPISCOPAL

INDEPENDENCE UNITED
10:00 a.m.
Sunday School
1100 a.m.
Morning Worship

FIRST PRESBYTERIAN
9,30 a 01
Sunday School
10 45 a 111
Worship

ST. JO/LN'S EPISCOPAL
1030 am
Worship
WOO a in
Sunday School
1200 p m
Tuesday

KIIRKSEY UNITED
1000 •.m.
Sunday School
1100 a.m.
Morning Worship

LIBERTY CUMBERLAND
1000 am
Sunday School
11 00 a m
Worship Service

cHRIIMAN COMMUNITY CHURCH
1030 a.m.
Worship Sunday
Children's Sunday School 1100 a.m.
FREEDOM HOURS
10:00 am.
Sunday School
II:00•m
Worship

cutrucH

MURRAY FAMILY
1000 a tn
Worship
Wednesday' - Rome Groups 600p in

LYNN GROVE
9.00 •.m.
Sunday School
9,30• m
Morning Worbeip
MARTINS CHAPEL UNITED
9-00 am
Worship Service
10 30 a.rn
Sunday School
MASON'S CHAPEL UNITED
1000 a.m.
Sunday School
1100 a.m.
Morning Worship
Wednesday Youth Service 6:30 p.m

NORTH PLEASANT GROVE
10 00 a m
Sunday School
11 00 a m
Worship
OAK GROVE CUMBERLAND
PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH
10 00 a m
Sunday School
11 am &Eipm
Worship Service
UNITY ClUMBERLAND
!WOO a.m.
Sunday School
1100 a.m & 6 30 p.m.
Worship

Attend The Church Service Of Your Choice
S'Arrecial thestakse tEi hi'- ?re-ere-hest-atm evhire ma/et- thin page peesteible.
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509 N SIB St
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753 7567

I can do all things through
Christ who strengthens me.
— Phil. 4:13

Showcase &viler-

212 F. Main St • 753-1SM
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411.1S (.1endale Road • Murray, KA 42071
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LEDGER & TIMES
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Office Technology Specialists
1-800456-0492
1393 State Route 45 North
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HRYSLER OCDGE JEEP
1400W. 12TH • MURRAY, KY • 753-6448
www caint.irt

The word is nigh thee, even in thy
mouth and in thy heart: that is, the
word offaith, which we preach.
—Romans 10:8

Our Showroom is Open
Mon.-Fri. 8-4:30
753-5719

612 S. 9th St.

FITTS BLOCK 8
READY MIX CO.

Murray Appliance
and TV
"lour Authorized

Thornton Tile and Marble

Building Blocks
East Main Street

Ready Mix Concrete
753-3540

I have fought the good fight, I
have finished the race, I have
kept the faith.
— 2 7Imothy 4.7
ltrr
Discount

Murray
753-9383
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CALLOWAY MONUMENT CO.
SINCE 1944

Our Family Is Here To
Help Yours.
1711W. Mai•Marrs,•270-7534%2

PURCHASE AREA
PHYSICAL THERAPY
Professional Can, with a Personal Touch
208 S. 6th SL• Murray, KY •(2M)759-9500

And ifIgo and prepare a place for
you, I will come back and take you
to be with me that you also may be
where I am.
— John 14:3
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Maintaining your prayer life
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By Richard Youngblood, Minister at University
Church of Christ
Question: I believe
prayer is important, but I
find it difficult to maintain
my prayer life. Do you
have any suggestions to
help me?
Answer: Prayer is important to our daily walk with
God, and it is an expression
of our faith in his presence
in our lives and his loving
purpose for each of us. At
the same time, prayer can be
a frightening experience.
Sometimes we may fail to pray because we fear that
we will not receive an
answer to our prayers. At
other times, we fear the
Heavenly Father will respond
to our requests in a way
that lequires something of
Whatever our'problems
with prayer, I have found
three principles in the words
of Jesus that are helpful.
Jesus said: "Ask and it will
be given to you; seek and
you will find; knock and the
door will be opened to you.
For everyone who asks
receives; he who seeks finds:
and to him who knocks, the
door will be opened"
(Matthew 7:7-8).
Jesus began by saying,
"Ask and it will be given to
you." We do not ask of
God in order to inform him.
Instead, our prayers should
indicate our sense of need
for and our dependence upon
him. Some do not pray
because of a lack of faith.
Others do not know how to
pray. Sometimes we do not

pray because we are
ashamed of some sin in our
lives. But one of the greatest reasons we do not pray
is that we have little sense
of need for the Lord. We
have so much material
wealth that we are often satisfied with our lives and
have little sense of deeper
needs within. But as James
said. "You do not have
because you do not ask"
(James 4:2). When we realize our deep spiritual poverty
apart from the wisdom and
power of God in our lives,
then we will pray.
Jesus also said, "Seek and
you will find." Seeking
involves asking plus effort
on our part. Prayer is not
an easy way out for a lazy
person. Praying that God
will "give us this day our
daily bread" does not mean
we should sit idly by waiting for him to place food
on the table. Instead, we
are praying for an opportunity to earn and have the
things necessary to provide
food for our families.
Sometimes God answers our
prayers by providing a way
for us to answer those
prayers ourselves. Our
efforts do not replace the
need for dependence upon
God, but neither does prayer
eliminate the need for our
active involvement. We
must be ready and willing to
seek out the answers to our
prayers as God provides for
us.

Finally, Jesus said,
"Knock and it will be
opened to you." Knocking
involves asking plus effort
plus persistence in prayer.
Prayer must become a way
of life, not just an occasional crutch in times of need,
fear or want. What do you
think about a friend who
only comes to see you when
he is in trouble or has some
need or want? In the same
way, how do you think our
Heavenly Father must feel
when we talk with him only
in tithes of desperation?
A
healthy prayer life develops
out of a regular and consistent walk with God in
praise, gratitude and love.
Then, he gladly helps us in
our times of need.
Jesus taught many other
helpful things about prayer.
If you have not done so, I
encourage you to meditate
upon the Lord's prayer
(Matthew 6:9-13; Luke II:14) as a model for learning
how to pray. However, 1 do
believe application of the
above three principles is
very basic to a healthy and
growing relationship with the
Heavenly Father through
prayer.

(Send questions or comments to University Church,
of Christ, 801 N. 12111, Murray, KY 42071 or phone
270-753-1881. This article
is reproduced on the web:
www.nchristorg )
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Billie Burton, Jan Fuqua, and Steve Parker make plans for First Christian Church's third annual Community Outreach Program. This year's event will feature former UK basketball player
Cameron Mills and will be held on Feb 17 at 5 p m Mills was a member of two UK NCAA
Championship teams in 1996 and 1998 A reception will follow the presentation, and a nursery
will be available.

First Christian Church hosts third
annual community outreach program
First Christian Church, Disciples of Christ, in Murray is
pleased to host the 3rd Annual Community Outreach Program on Feb. 17 at 5 p.m.
Cameron Mills, a former University of Kentucky basketball
player and member of two of
its NCAA championship teams
'in 1996 and 1998, will be this
year's guest speaker.
Though basketball has been
a big part of Mills' life, his
calling since he was 12 has
been ministry. In June of 1998,

ChurchBulletins
Various
churches
have day school will be held durreleased information concerning ing all three morning worship
their worship services for the times.
coming weekend as follows:
First United Methodist:
University
Church
of Rev. Richard Smith, pastor, will
Christ: Richard Youngblood. speak about "Encounter With
minister, will speak about "The Satan" with scripture from Luke
New Command - Love One 4:1-13 at the Early Light servAnother" with scripture from ice at 8:45 a.m. and the traJohn 13:34-35 at the 10 a.m. ditional worship service at 11
worship service and Charley a.m. Dr. Pamela Wurgler is
Bazzell, minister, will speak director of music with Joan
about "The Land of the Liv- Bowker as organist. The chaning " with scripture from cel choir will sing "Hear the
Hebrews 12:1-3 at the 5 p.m. Sound of Joy" at the second
worship service. Assisting will service. Kristen Shepard will
be Jerry Green, Kent Suther- give the children's message
land and Don Overbey. Danny at both services. Acolytes will
Clairborne is worship leader and be Madison Connell and BaiRoy Hawkins is youth and ley Kennedy with Jay Connell
family leader. Bibk classes will as acolyte parent. Susan Blackbe at 9 a.m.
ford and Roger Reichmuth will
South Pleasant Grove Unit- be worship leaders for the served Methodist: Rev. Robert Jet- ices.
ton, pastor, will speak about
Goshen United Methodist:
"The Fields Are Ready" with Rev. Mark Earheart, pastor, will
scripture from John 4:34-38, speak at the 9 a.m. worship servMatthew 9:35-38, 1 Corinthi- ice with Tom Villaflor as the
ans 3:5-9 and 2 Corinthians pastor's assistant. Pat and Patri9:6 at the 10:45 a.m. worship cia Lea will be greeters. Servservice. Sunday School will be ing as acolytes will be Nicholas
at 9:45 a.m.
Brunn and Tees Etheridge.
First Presbyterian: Rev. Children's church will be directDavid Montgomery, co-pastor, ed by the pastor. April Arnold
will speak about "To Whom will direct the choir with Pat
Are You Listening?" with scrip- Brunn, Renee Doyle and Carla
ture from Matthew 4:1-11 at Halkias as accompanists. Sunthe 10:45 a.m. worship serv- day School with Tim Chaney
ice. Todd E. Hill is choir direc- as superintendent will be at
tor with Let Kern as pianist. 10:15 a.m. The youth and adults
Rev. Dr. Ann Marie Mont- of both Goshen and Kirksey
gomery will be liturgist. The churches will meet at Goshen
anthem will be "Be Still My at 6 p.m. with youth in the
Soul." Assisting will be Lloyd family fellowship center and
Lewis, Shirley Latto, Gordy adults in the sanctuary.
Glendale Road Church of
Lotterger and Dawn Gaskin.
usfiers; Andi Denney, Ann Stan- Christ: John Dale, minister, will
ley, Lee Kern, Whitey Adams speak about 'The Work of the
and Michael Belcher. commun- Holy Spirit" with scripture from
ion servers. Sunday School will John 16:7-14 at the 9 a.m.
be at 9:30 a.m. and Korean worship service and aboUt"Sing
on, and on!" with scripture
Worship at 4 p.m.
Calvary Temple Pente- from Romans 15:8-11 at the 6
costal: Rev. Darrell Young. p.m. worship service. Leading
pastor, will speak at the II the song service will be Todd
a.m. and 6:30 p.m. worship Walker, associate minister. Also
services. Wesley Young is in assisting will be Garry Evans.
charge of praise and worship. involvement minister, Nick
minister.
Bud and Ruby Stewart will be Hutchens. youth
greeters. Sunday School for all Tommy Schroeder, Jimmy Ford.
ages will begin at 10 a.m. and Walter Lee Steely, Ronnie Sills,
a new program for children. David Shepeard. James Gibages 4-10. called "The Son son. Alvis Thorn. Corey UnderZone" will begin at Ii a.m. hill and Barry Walker. A short
with JoAnn Crenshaw in charge. worship service will be at 5
Wednesday prayer service and a.m. and Bible classes at 10:15
youth service will begin at 7 a.m.
Memorial Baptist: Bro.
p.m.
Hardin Baptist: Bro. Ricky Martin Severns. pastor. will
Cunningham, pastor. will speak speak at the 8:30 and 10:50
(hoot "Paul - The Gospel Man" a.m. and 6 p.m. worship servwith scripture from Romans 1:2- ices. Jeff Prater is minister of
4 at the worship services at music and Misty Williams and
x. 9'15 and 10:30 a.m. Kory Kathy Thweatt are accompaCunningham will speak at the nists. Special music will be by
h pm worship service Sun- tiro Prater at the 8:30 serv-

he began Cameron Mills Ministries, Inc. Since then, he has
been speaking to schools, youth
groups, and churches. He has
held revivals and spoken at
Christian music festivals, and
college chapels.
Mills holds basketball camps
and supports Compassion International through his Cameron
Mills Ministries, Inc. Through
his ministry, Mills seeks to bring
people from all walks of life
closer to the Lord. He presents a high energy, scripture-

based look at Christ and our
responses to Him.
Following the program on
Feb. 17, there will be a reception and nursery will be available.
Fitst Christian Church in
Murray is located at 111 North
5th Street, across from the
Murray City Hall. For more
information, call Murray First
Christian Church office at 7533824.

Virginia General Assembly
honors the late Rev. Falwell

ice and sanctuary choir at the "Step Into the Water" with
10:50 service. Assisting will Karen Coles and Sharon Myatt,
be Gene Knight, deacon of the accompanists. Assisting will be
week, and Ron James for Sun- Frank Coles, worship leader,
RICHMOND, Va. (AP) — Virginia legislators honored the
day School report. Sunday Jimmy Myatt, lay leader, and late Rev. Jerry Falwell as "one of America's most influential
School will be at 9:40 a.m.
Larry Chrisman and Johnny leaders."
North Pleasant Grove Underwood, ushers. Sunday
The House of Delegates and Senate passed a resolution
Cumberland
Presbyterian: School will be at 10 a.m. JeaRev. Charles Westfall, pastor, nine Cauthen will conduct a Thursday honoring Falwell for his work establishing Thomas
will speak about "Making Cm- Beth Moore Bible Study each Road Baptist Church and Liberty University in Lynchburg.
cial Choices" with scnpture Wednesday at 7 p.m.
Falwell started the fundamentalist church in an abandoned
from Matthew 4:141 at the II
Hazel United Methodist: bottling plant in 1956 and it grew into a
religious empire. He
a.m. worship service. Camme Rev. Alan Trull, pastor. will
Cain will be song leader with speak about "Having A Form used it and his "Old Time Gospel Hour" television show to
Margaret Nell Boyd as pianist. of Godliness" with scripture found his Moral Majority, a conservative political force.
Sunday School will be at 10 from 11 Timothy 3:1-5 at the
Falwell's Liberty University has grown from about 150 stua.m.
9:45 a.m. worship services. dents in 1971 to become Virginia's largest private university
Westside Baptist: Rev. Johnna Nance will be in charge and the largest evangelical Christian university in the world
Glynn M, Orr, pastor, will of Children's Church. Toni
with 10,000 students in Lynchburg and 20,000 in distance learnspeak about"My Financial Part- Jones is accompanist and J.W.
ing
programs.
nership with God: Lessons Jones is worship leader. SunFalwell died in May.
learned, discoveries made, joys day School will be at II a.m.
experience, blessings received"
with scripture from 11 Corinthians 9:6-11 at the 10:30 a.m.
MSU Student Government
worship service. The Glovers
Med*/
will present a concert at the
6 p.m. worship service. Tommy
Scott is minister of music. The
choir will sing "Who Can Satisfy My Soul Like Jesus?" with
Jackie West and Dawn Manley as soloists and special music
will be by The Glovers at the
morning hour. Deacons of the
week will be Larry Dickerson
TICKETS
and David Smotherman. SunAS LOW
day School will be at 9:30-.-'•
AS $15
a.m.
First Christian: Dr. Charles
L. Rolen, senior minister, will
speak about "The Devil Made
Me Do It!" with scripture from
Matthew 4:1-11 at the 10:15
a.m. worship service. Media
Erickson will sing a solo. Assisting will be Keena Miller, wor• Prefuvod Ily TK•
ship leader: Doug Henry and
Lawn Msalirpor
Amy Roos, elders.
GM*
Grace Baptist: Bro. Sammy
Cunningham. pastor, will speak
at the 10:45 a.m. and the 6
p.m. worship services. Henry
Nance is minister of music
with Oneida White, Sherry Fortner and Kathy Garrison as
accompanists. Sherida Gentry
will sing at the morning service and Teddy Funtrelt will
sing a solo at the evening service. Eddie Morris will give the
children's sermon. Ryan Stanger
is interim youth leader. Assisting will be Jimmy Kimbro,
Hal On, Phil McCuiston and
ON SALE
Paul Winchester. Sunday School
FRIDAY
will be at 9:30 a.m.
FEB 8
Mason's Chapel United
Methodist: Rev. Alan Trull.
pastor. will speak about "Has
ing A Form of Godliness" with
scripture from // Timothy 3:1AT TiCKETMASTER.COM CHARGE-BY-PHONE (270)753-6466 OR (877)894-4,474
5 at the 11 a.m. worship sers
ALSO AT ALL TICKETMASTER RETAIL LOCATIONS OR RSEC 80X OFFICE.
ice. Alyssa Jones. youth dire(
GROUPS OF 10 OR MORE RECEIVE $5.00 DISCOUNT ON SELECTED SEATS
tor, will present the Youth
CALL.(270)809-3000 ANO ASK FOR SUSAN OR SCOTT
•• E STUDENTS RECEIVE S5 00 D1SCOU
Moments. The choir will sing

ticketmaster

or,
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Dr. and Mrs. Bill Whittaker

Whittaker will be speaker
at First Baptist Church n
Dr Bill Whittaker will be
the speaker at the 8:30 and
dill. worship services on
III•
Sunda) at First Baptist Church.
his topic will he "Who's In
Charge Here'. with scripture
lroni 1...priestil/11 I:15-23_
A limner pastor ot First
Baptist Church, Dr Whittaker
has been a mission:a) in the
Philippines. WE% ed as pastor
of Downtossn Baptist Church
in Orlando. Ha . and as president of Clear Creek Bible College in Pikes ille Ile is now
pastor of (ilasgow Baptist
Church, Glasgow
Kent Jackson is interim
music chrecluf with Margaret
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Museum founder calls Darwin theory racist
"Although racism did not
gies.
By DYLAN T. LOVAN
with Darwinism. Darwin
begin
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ls
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LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) — professor of biolog
rize it." Ham writes.
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Creation
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a
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earth
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that
tion of races,- Ham said in Asserts
"The ironic
said.
Scott
ment,"
few thousand years old,
an interview.
the creationists is that
for
thing
man
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urs
dinosa
Ham is not the first to try
Eve were the Hitler grounded Aryan superi
to tie Darwin with racism. The and Adam and
."
quality
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God-gi
a
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charge has been made for years. first humans.
Ham taid he came to the
In the new book, Ham says
It came up last month in
because he was upset by
topic
that natarguments over science cur- that Darwin's theory
treatment of aborigunfair
the
l
gradua
caused
on
selecti
ural
riculum at a South Carolina state
in his native Austribes
inal
time,
s over
school board meeting. In 2001. biological change
the racism he saw
and
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the
on
r
"highe
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sonic
puts
Louisiana's state legislature
and others in the United States when he
considered a bill that said Dar- evolutionary scale"
arrived here in the 1970s.
apes."
win supported racist ideolo- "closer to the

Wilkins and Lucretia Jackso
as accompanists. Margie Shown
will sing "Seek Ye the Lord"
at both services and the sanctuary choir will sing "How
Great Is Our God- at the second service.
Assisting will be Boyd
Smith, minister of students,
(.'hns Drew and Bert Siebold,
deacons of the week, and
Martha Parker and Nancy Jones.
Rev. Calvin Wilkins will
begin a Winter Bible Study from
the book of Romans at 6 p.m.
A contemporary praise and worship service for college students will be at 8 p.m. in The
NET building.

He said he experienced a
backlash from some church
groups after he wrote an article critical of biblical-based
arguments against interracial
marnage, which made him even
more determined to tackle the
Issue.
"I got more what I would
call hate mail from people,
supposedly Christians in the
church, than for any other article I've ever written," Ham said.
-So to me I just had a real
burden that I wanted to educate the church on this matter."
But Schultz called the argument "a ploy to get evolution
out of the curriculum."
"Of course everybody's
children
teaching
against
racism, so if you call it racist,
you can have it removed," said
Schultz. He testified before a
Louisiana legislative panel that
took up the bill that would
have tied evolution with racism.
The measure was eventually
stripped of any reference to Darwin.
Ham said Answers in Genesis does not advocate teaching creationism in public
schools.
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Dobson hacks Huckabee
for GOP presidential nod
By ERIC GORSKI
AP Religion Wnter
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ed to a twosought endorsement as the Republican field narrow
man race.
In a statement first obtained
The Associated Press, Dobson reiterated his declaration on
Super Tuesday that he could
not in good conscience vote for
John Ma'ain. the front-runner,
because of concerns over the Arizona senator'. conservative cre
dermal,.
Dobson said given the situation at that point, he was reluctant to choose between "two
pro-family candidates whom I
could support- - Huckahee
and former Massachusetts Gov.
Mitt Romney.
But Dobson wrote'lhat Romney's announcement Thursday
that he was suspending his campaign "changed the political
Dr. James Dobson
landscape."
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presidential hopeful during the primary campaign.
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y MSU Sports Information
The Murray State Racers ran
nto a bad shooting stretch in a
7 loss to Eastern Kentucky
t
McBrayer
Arena
in
ichmond. Ky. The Racers
'coring drought in the final 10
minutes of the first half proved
o be too much to overcome in
moping their record in the
Ohio Valley Conference to 10-5
nd 14-9 overall.
MSU's Bruce Carter gave the
acers a 6-3 lead when he
driUed a three-pointer at the
1509 mark.
However, over the next four
miilutes, the Colonels came up
wit five three-pointers of their
owb to jump in front 22-14 with
107 before half. EKU hit 8ofll from long range to start
the;game.
carter scored a field goal on
a (rash from Ray George at the
1046 mark and the Racers
trailed 23-16. While the Races
wefe playing solid defense, they
didIt't score another point the
rest- of the half going 0-of-10
frofit the field. The Colonels
didlet do much better, hitting
onlzy 1-of-13 to take a 29-16 lead
at le break.
ft was the Racers' defense
thaf kept them in the game.

TOMMY DILLARD

LADY LAKERS GET OUTSIDE
SHOOTING TO GO WITH BIG 3

•See RACERS. 2B

By TOMMY DILLARD

Sports Writer
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Calloway County sophomore Haley McCuiston tries unsuccessfully to save a ball bound for out of bounds. The Lady
Lakers led St. Mary 42-8 at halftime Thursday night and
sailed to a 64-30 victory at Jeffrey Gymnasium.

CHRIS RADCLIFFE / EKU Athletics
Murray State guard Kevin Thomas was 2-01-5 from the field with 10 points against EKU in
Richmond Thursday night. The Racers fell to the Colonels 60-47.

RACERS SHUT DOWN DEFENSIVLEY IN 2ND
HALF; FALL TO EKU BY THREE
By MSU Sports Information
It was a featured battle between the top two scoring teams in the
Ohio Valley Conference, but host Eastern
Kentucky's defense held out in the second half.
enabling the Lady Colonels to take a 79-76 win
over Murray State.
Murray State (15-7, 9-5 OVC) did not score a
three-point basket in the second half and was held
to 4I.2-percent(14-for-34) shooting from the field
in that period. Eastern Kentucky (11-8, 6-6 OVC)
shot 51.7 percent(15-for-29) from the field in the
latter half.
The Racers didn't take the lead in the first half
until they used a 14-4 run, going from a 23-18
deficit with 8:48 left in the half to a 32-27 lead
with 4:50 left in the period. A three-pointer by
Amber Guffey got the run going. and a jumper by
Ashley Hayes knotted the game at 23-23 with 8:00
left in the half. EKU retook the lead when Crystal
Jones hit a basket. but two free throws from Shaleea Petty retied the
game at 25-25. Petty then hit a basket to give MSU its first lead of
the game. but two free throws by Jones tied it again at 27-27. Petty
made another basket, then Hayes made a three-point play to push
Murray State out to a 32-27 lead.
MSU got out to as much as a 37-31 lead in the first half. hut the
Lady Colonels closed out the half on an 8-2 run to tie the game at
39-39 at halftime.
In the second half. Murray State had a 50-47 lead with 15:07 left
in regulation when Eastern Kentucky scored the next eight points to
push out to a 57-52 lead. The Racers returned the favor, going on its
own 8-0 run from that point. A Jessica Jackson jumpshot, a jumper
by Hayes. two free throws from Guffey and two free throws by

79

76

CHRIS RADCLIFFE EKU Athletics
Wray State junior guard Ashley Hayes goes up for a rebound
vet Eastern Kentucky's LaTonyah Bentley Thursday night in
ichmond

Night in and night out, Scott
Sivills knows he can count on
strong post play from his big
three.
He knows he can count on a
smart floor game from point
guard Sam Butts.
He pretty much knows his
Lady Lakers are going to outrebound their opponent.
But the source of drama for
Sivills. the X-factor of sorts, is
his team's outside shooting.
The Calloway County head
coach has seen his team both
win and lose games this season
because of its ability, or inability, to knock down perimeter
shots.
The Lady Lakers had no
trouble finding the bottom of
the nets Thursday night in a 6430 thrashing of St. Mary.
Calloway shot 53 percent from
the field, connected on 4-of-8
from three-point land and took
an alarming 42-8 lead into halftime against the underhanded
Lady Vikings.
St. Mary was without the
services of standout guard
Kelly Cochran, and the lady
Viking offense looked dazed
and
confused
against
Calloway's pressure defense.
The Lady Lakers held St.
Mary to just one first-quarter
field goal and created offense
from their defense, getting the
majority of their early baskets
in transition.
But that's par for the course
around Jeffrey Gymnasium
these days. What took the Lady
Lakers from good to great
Thursday night was pinpoint
outside shooting from guards
Shelby Webb, Sam Butts and
Meagan Starks.
Webb scored a game-high
12 points on 5-of-7 from the
field and swished two trifectas,
the first of which came as the
buzzer sounded at the end of
the first quarter. She knocked
down two more perimeter
jumpers in the second quarter,
as did Butts and Starks. Even
center Rachel Adams stepped
out and drained a jumper from
just inside the three-point arc.
"We came out with a lot of
confidence and the kids shot the
ball really well," Sivills said.
"We shot the ball well early and
kind of established the flow in
our favor."
For a team that entertains
hopes of advancing in the
Sweet Sixteen this season, it's
the ability to hit from the outside that could determine
whether the Lady Lakers are
able to turn heads at the state
level.
"Thats the X-factor," Sivills

said. "When our guards shoot
the ball well, it makes us so
more dangerous. It's something
other teams don't want to see
happen, but the reality is we're
shooting the ball very well right
now.

"Shelby Webb shot very
well tonight and Sam Butts is
getting better every game.
When our guards are hitting
their shots, it just gives us
another facet."
The Lady Lakers' ability to
hit shots on the perimeter also
helps take some pressure away
from their big three on the
inside — Adams. Kayla
Cunningham
and
Averee
Fields.
"It's definitely a key for us,"
Sivills said."Our bigs are doing
a good job of getting it out to
the shooters when they're open
and when you're shooting the
ball well, everything else just
goes that much more smoothly."
Calloway is averaging close
to 60 points per game. and
eclipsed that average by four
points against St. Mary. They
could have scored much more.
Sivills began calling off the
dogs midway through the second quarter and played his second and third teams for the
entirety of the second half.• it
was a decision based partially
upon good sportsmanship, and
partially on the Lady Lakers'
showdown tonight with Graves
County.
"We wanted to rest our top
seven or eight for tomorrow
night," Sivills said. "We didn't
want to risk injury with a game
in control like that. Plus, these
kids practice just as hard every
day as(the starters) do. It's only
fair to get them some time."
St. Mary left its starters in
for most of the remainder of the
game and was able to make the
score a little more respectable
in the fourth quarter against
Calloway's third string.
It was a rare night in which
none of the Lady Laken' big
three reached double figures.
due to their limited playing
time. Cunningham scored nine
points and Adams and Fields
added eight apiece. Butts threw
in seven and Starks scored five
in what was a balanced scoring
night for Calloway.
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St. Mary (6-13) — Handley 7. Rea 5.
Vaughan 5, Timber 5, Harrison 3, A
13allard 3 Pecred•O 2

2-pt:

6-20 3-pt: 2-12 FT 12-21
Fouls: 9
Calloway Co. (19-5) — Webb 72,
CUnningham 9 Adams 8.
8utts 7 Starks 5. Fox 4. McCutston 4.
Jones 2
2-pt.: 21-39 3-pt: 4-8 FT: 10-14
Fads: 16

Fields 8,
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PREP WRESTLING

Individuals look to punch ticket Saturday

.-S"ICC/RE .13'4CPArill NZCP

Haverstock Insurance Agency

LAKER DUO HOPE
TO HAVE REPEAT
PERFORMANCE

Nobody can protect your AUTO
any better than we can!
2'1 S 121h St • Murray KY *753.3415

NATIONAL SPORTS SCOREBOARD

By TOMMY DILLARD
Sports Writer
Calloway County's wrestlers may not
have made it to state as a team, but the
Laker% have a chance Saturday to send several grapplers as individuals.
Seniors Ryan Schoppe and Brandon
Tibakh made the trip to Frankton last year
and are among the Lakers entertaining hopes
of a return trip in the program's third season.

Qualifying for that trip, however, will
mean finishing in the top four of their
respective weight classes at the First Region
Tournament on Saturday at Calloway's
Jeffrey Gymnasium.
Regardless of how many Laker grapplers
qualify for state, it will be a historic day for
wrestling in Calloway County nonetheless.
It will be the first slop for the tournament,
which rotates among all First Region
schools, at Calloway County. Last year it
was held at Union County, coaching home
of Dennis Walls, brother of Laker head
coach Dickie Walls.
Wrestlers from each school in the region Laker wrestler Shaun Spann competes
- which, in wrestling. consists of Apollo. January dual. Spann and the rest of the
Caldwell County. Calloway County, Tournament at CCHS on Saturday.
Christian County. Davies% County. Fort
To make the cut, each will have to finish
Campbell. Henderson County, Hopkinsville.
Ohio County. Paducah Tilghman, Union in the lip four out of an average of 12
County and University Heights Academy - wrestlers on Saturday.
Tibaldi will wrestle out of the I19-pound
will descend on Jeffrey Gymnasium with
class and boasts a 26-9 record on the season.
one thing on their minds - a chance to
wrestle at the State Championships at the Among the top wrestlers in Tibiddi's class
Frankton Convention Comples Feb. 14-16. are Union County's Aaron Carr (47-1) and
Fun Campbell's Robert Sahms (14-1).
Callinviq will field a wrestler in each
Schoppe has collected a 20-5 record this
weight class, and among those with high
season wrestling out of the 152-pound class
hopes for state include Tibaldi. Schoppe and
fellow seniors Matt Fry and, Levi and will lace strong competition from
Christian County's Cory Armstrong, who
tic.arbrough
boasts a 39-7 record.
"My seniors are really looking strong,
Fry (18-16) will face off against a strong
head coach Dickie Walls said. -They all
171,
pound class that features solid wrestlers
have a very good chance and we have mottle
from Union County. University Heights and
pater pis who have a shot at it.-

TOMMY DILLARD / Ledger & Times

against

a Fort Campbell wrestler in a
Lakers will compete at the First Region
Paducah Tilghman.
Levi Scarbrough
will come into
Regionals as one of the favorites in the 189pound weight class. The Laker football
offensive lineman has amassed a 17-3
record this season and appears to face his
stiffest competition prom Union County's
Diante Wright(29-4).
The team Regionals were held two weeks
ago, and Calloway came up just short of a
team berth to the state meet, falling to first-

place Union County and second-place
Henderson County.
The 2008 KHSAA State Wrestling
Championships will take place Feb. 14-16 at
the Frankfort Convention Complex.

•MSU
From Page 18
Petty pushed IsI out to a INS-

Bell did a nice tub in the first
halt. and I thought that Jessica
Jackson did a nice job. She really helped us on- the defensive
end. You're not going to win
championship games by giv mg
up 130 points. Eighty -point hall
games are not championship
games.'
Murray State was led by
Hayes. who put in 26 points on
9-tor-18 shooting from the field
and 8-for-9 shooting from the
line to go with five rebounds
Petty added 20 points. going 7tor-I3 trom the field and 5-torfrom the line to go with a game high four steals. Gulley put an
16 punts, going h-for-h from
the line, and also had tise
rebounds and a team-high tour
assists Jackson grabbed a learnhigh seven rebounds, playing a
career-high 28 minutes.
['astern Kentucky was led by
Shavonne Jones, who had 341
point') t'initi• Ili for 1') from the

67 lead with 9.55 left in the
game
Murray State took a sevenpoint adsantage when Hayes hit
a Jumper to put the Racers ahead
70-63 with 6 41 remaining.
Eastern Kentucky then closed
out the game on a 16-6 run. taking the lead tor good on a
Shavonne Jones op-in with 1:25
iernaming.
thought that Eastern did a
goo.) lob of attacking us.' said
5151 head coach Jody Adams.
'I thought we played tight. We
played timid Any time you miss
w
pen lay ups. and getting
knocked oil our boards -- you
can't win when you're tight.
When we were ahead, we had
some confidence, and we needed to attack
knew we would base to
use our bench in the second halt
because of foul trouble. Pam

Aatio'
sov.uran,

field and 10-for-12 from the
line. She also had- a game-high
nine rebounds. Ashley Cazee
had 19 points, while Crystal
Jones put in 14. Lindsey Waters
had seven iebounds for the Lady
Colonels..while Niki Avery had
a game-high five assists.

players
made some moves on MSU's
career top-10 lists.
Ashley Hayes became the
10th Murray State women's
player to score 1.100 career
points, now up to 1.101 career
points. Amber Guffey moved
into 12th place on the Mg/
career scoring list with 1.064
carcerixants. moving
past
Rebecca Remington (2001-05).

11 Shawn& Smith (1982-86).
Shaleca Petty jumped three
spots to No. 27 on the list with
773 career points, passing
Heather Bates (756 points,
1998-2000) arARIOR..
41445,
1772 points. 1988-92).
Guffey moved into a tie for
second place on the MSU career
three-pointers list with 134
career treys, tying the mark set
by Misty Pierceall (1994-98).
The top spot is held by Ashley
Brooke Hayes (2003-07), who
made 143 career three-pointers.
Shaleca Petty started in her
101st career game. moving into
a tie for fourth with Eniko
Verebes (1998-2002). while
Gerraca Matthews and Paige
Guffey moved into a tie for fifth
on the MSU career non-starting
games list with their 72nd
games as non-starters. They are
tied with Pierceall, Kerry
Shields (1997-2(X1) and Jill

She' is not five points behind No.

Fulkerson (2002-06).

Murray State concludes its
annual "Death Valley" road trip
on Saturday at Morehead State,
Tipolt is set for I p m. Central
Tini.

Moving up the charts
Several Murray Slate

Thursday's Scores
By The Assecisled Prima
Sops lieekelbell
&amours/es 73, Middlesboro 71
Carlisle Co 50, Fulton Co 45
Conner 89. Scod 54
Coroin 58 Pineville 56
Corcka 65. June Buchanan 61
East Ridge 81. Hurley Va 28
fort Campbetl 86 Caldwell Co 63 01
Frankan-Simpeon 53 Bowling Green
49 OT
Harrison Co 70. Nicholas Co. 63
Henderson Co 60. Madisonville-Nord,
Hopkins 86
Hickman Co 62 Community Christian
iPaducath) 45
Holmes 83 Highlands 71, OT
Jellioo Tenn 57 Williamsburg 54
Lox Paul Dunbar 77 Lea Chnshan 53
Lou Holy Cross 97 Lou Shawnee 93.
OT
Lou Iroquois 66 Frankton 60
Lou Waggoner 70 Lou Ky Country
Day 27
Mendes Co. 70, Jackson City 48
Idont9ornely Co. 72, Frankton Co 67
North Hardin 05, Caserna 57
Phelps 74, Imre, W Va 73
Peeves 74. Pike Co Central 65
Pulaski Co 45. Somerset 43
St. Henry 55 Newport 54
Vda Madonna 74 Ludlow 68
Wolfe Co 68 Chvsley Co 66
GUIs Basketball
Anderson Co 50. Lou Eastern 31
Apollo 48, Union Co 39
Ashland Blazer 69. Raceland 39
Augusta 52. Coy Latin 33
Bellevue 57. Beechwood 46
Bourtion Co 42. Pendleton Co 34
Boyd Co 72, Greenup Co 40

)

Breckinnotte Co 88, Owensboro
Calholoo 42
Bockhorn 59. Jackson City 52
Caldwell Co. 42, Fort Campbell 24
Calloway Co 64. Si Mary 30
Casey Co 71, Burgas 35
Community Christian (Paducah) 55.
Hickman Co 35
corals 46, Jenkins 38
Dawson Sonngs 49 Muhlenberg South
41
East Caner 66. Saint Joseph Central
W Va 60
East Jessamine 61 West Jessamine 46
Ehzabethlown 80. Washington Co 37
Egad Co 86, Fleming Co 68
Grayson Co 60, Whaesville Trinity 57
Hancock Co 37, McLean Co 29
Hazard 52. Estill Co 38
John Hardin 51 Bethlehem 40
June Buchanan 92. Riverside Christian
58
Knott Co Central 51 Letcher County
Central 42
Lewis Co 72 St Patnok 59
Lexington Catholic 61, Leo Lafayette
44
Lou Moore 76, whaefieki Academy 46
Mason Co 75, Bishop Brossan 53
Montgomery Co 57, Lea Henry Clay
47
Morgan Co 81 Lawrence Co 50
North Oldham 33 Lou Western 28
Ohio Co 61. Muhlenberg North 54
Powell Co 68, Lee Co 50
Reidland 52, Fulton Gay 15
Simon Kenton 64 Ryle 45
South Oldham 58. Meade Co 47
Walton-Verona 71. Williamstown 56
Webster Co 50. University Heights 33
Williamsburg 56 JeHico. Tenn 37

ROUNDUP

Eagles remain perfect at home
with win over Redhawks
MOREHEAD, Ky. (AP)- Wes Channels with 4:28 left.
Jamyron Steward scored a career Austin Peay also went 8-for-8
high 24 points to lead Morehead from the free-throw line in the
State past Southeast Missouri game's final eight minutes.
75-63 on Thursday night.
TENNESSEE TECH 87,
The win improved the Eagles
JACKSONVILLE STATE 85
(12-10.
9-5
Ohio
Valley
Conference) to a perfect 10-0 at
home this season. It is the best
home start ever at Johnson
Arena, opened in 1981. and
since 1956-57 for Morehead

State.
Tied

at 61-61, Morehead

State finished the game on a 142 run, including hining its final
12 free throws to secure the victory.
Maze Stallworth and Leon
Buchanan each had 14 while
Kenneth Faried finished with 13.
AUS'fIN PEAY 72, .
EASTERN ILLINOIS 52
CHARLESTON, Ill.(AP)Todd Babington scored a careerhigh 27 points, including seven
3-pointers. to lead Austin Peay to
a 72-52 win over Eastern Illinois
on Thursday night.
Drake Reed added 10 points
for Austin Peay (16-9, 12-3 Ohio
Valley), which led 29-28 at halftime.
The Governors pulled away
on a 18-5 run after the break that
was capped by a 3-pointer by

COOKEVILLE, Tenn. (A/1
,
- Anthony Fisher made four
free throws in the last 20 second‘
of overtime to lift Tennessiie' Tech past Jacksonville State 8185 on Thursday.
He hit two free throws with 20 seconds left and two more
with six seconds left.

TENNESSEE MARTIN 91,
TENNESSEE STATE 80
MARTIN, Tenn. (AP) Lester Hudson scored 38 points
as
Tennessee-Martin
beat
Tennessee State 91-80 on
Thursday.
Hudson hit I2-of-21 from the
floor and 10-of-11 free throws as
the Skyhawks (12-14, 8-8 Ohio
Valley Conference) pulled away
in the second half. Tennessee
State (10-14. 7-8) trailed 44-40
at the half and fell behind by as
much as 12 after the break.
Tennessee-Martin also got 18
points from Gerald Robinson
and Marquis Weddle,
Tennessee State was led by
Bruce Price with 24 points, 21
points by Gerald Robinson Jr.

Bassett's surge in second OT leads Indiana to 83-79 win over Illinois •Racers

CHAMPAIGN. ill (AP) -- Indiana's Era
Gordon. who signed with the KAMM after
orally committing to Illinois knew he would
hear it Man tans, es en it he looked a little shellked .11 times
With boos, taunts and curses, they let him
hear it all tught But in the end. Illinois tans

went away disappointed..

Gordon hit a clutch 1-punier late in regulation :and Arnim Bassen scored Ii of his 16
points m the second osenime to lead No. 14
Indiana to an 143-79 victory against Illinois on
Thursday night.
Gonkin committed what'
looked like A COM-

ly turnover in the second OT. He also hit a tying From Page 1B
3 with 23 seconds left in the second half and
MSU held EKU to 10-of-26
scored all but one of his 19 points after half(.385) from the field. The
time. even with fans cheering every mistake
-People shouldn't be that brutal, but they're Racers were 7-of-22(.318).
Tony Easley scored a threetrying to root (for) their home team and stuff,"
point play to cut the EKU lead to
Bassett said.
15 with 17:05 remaining in the
second half.
The Racers made a run at the
Colonels with six minutes left.
Kevin Thomas hit four
straight from the line and added
a baseline runner to cut the EKU
lead to 47-34 with 5:10 left.
'Thomas made a steal seconds
later and fed Tyler Holloway for
a three-pointer and the lead was
down to 10 with 5:00 remaining.
The Racers never got any
closer in the 60-47 final.
MSU suffered 24 turnovers
in the game that led to 26 points
by the Colonels.
Bruce Carter and Kevin
Thomas each scored 10 points to
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The Eagles finished the game on
a 14-2 run and got a career-high
24 points from Jamyron
Steward. The Racers have won
nine straight over Morehead
State including four straight at
Johnson Arena. MSU's last loss
at Morehead State was a 77-74
game in 2003.
In their first meeting of the
season OR Dec. 8, the Racers
won at the Regional Special
Events Center 63-44.
TODAY'S LINEUP SPONSORED AY

lindy Suite,

pace the MSU attack.

(Apt up to 8)

Ace Bre

MSU travels to Morehead
State for a Saturday 3:15 p.m.
CST tip at Johnson Arena. The
Eagles are 12-10 overall and 9-5
in the OVC after a home 75-63
win over Southeast Missouri.

Good Wre maneparTem
larming luxes& Tiles why
iar-lers are Aram to 71 weer by''
ripsaw, swim* Hydrostmecarty
pawed T-Lt WM% MOW Wed
yOu the low rremlymanoe Sir ire
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math 'mob)" eaver-onsct.

•

tournament

against the Mocs and Belmont.
The half was the Racers lowest
since scoring 17 points on Nov.
12. 2006 at Saint Mary's CA at
the beginning of last season.
Kevin Thomas has hit six
straight free throws. The best of
the season for MSU is 19 from
Tyler Holloway.
Thomas also has a streak of
21 straight games with at least
OM assist.
Danero 'Thomas had a streak
of 10 straight games with a
three-pointer end Thursday
when he went 0-1.

INA LOA Main it • 7S3.511412

TV, radio
TODAY
AUTO RACING
3 p.m.
SPEED - NASCAR Sprint Cup practice for Budweiser Shoolout at
Daytona Beach Fla
S:30 p.m.
SPEED - NASCAR Sprint Cup practice low Budweiser Shoolout at
Daytona Beach Fla
BOXING

8 p.m.
ESPN2 - Champion Dames Wilson
(22-5-3) as BJ Flom (20-0-11 tor
USBA crumerweeght chereportship at
Dover Del
GOLF
2 p.m
TOG - PGA Tour Pebble Beach
National Pro-Am second round at
Pebble Basch Call
NBA BASKETBALL
7 p.m
ESPN - Boston at Minnesota
9:30 p.m.
ESPN - weativiopn re Denver
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VISA

TANGLE WOOD APARTMENTS

Energetic, hard-working individual with
multi-tasking abilities needed for front
office duties in busy medical practice.
Must interact well with people, and be
cheerful, respectful, and outgoing.
Absolutely no phone calls will be accepted
concerning this position
Please submit a typed resume, along with
a handwritten cover letter to:
Dr. John Bright
Dermatology of Murray
300 S. 8th St., Ste. 281-W
Murray, KY 42071

Happy Birthday Carol Hill!
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Murray High
'Booster Club
At Knights of Columbus,
Squire Rd.
6PM on the
lot Sat. of the month

University
Barber Shop
Tanning Sz5
.
8-5 To-F • 8-12 . -•
Sat . Mon . & eve' by appt • 753-1
THE Murray Ledger &
Times considers its
sworn reliable, but
inaccuracies do occur.
Readers using this
information do so at
their own risk. Although
persons and companies mentioned herein
are believed to be reputable, The Murray
Ledger & Times, nor
any of its employees
accept any responsibility whatsoever for their
activities.
UPPERCUTS Nails
Acrylic Full Set: $20
Fills: $12
Fiberglass, Gels,
Pedicures,
Manicures
1104 Story Ave.
753-2887

DISCLAIMER
When accessing the
"help wanted" section
on our classifieds
webpage at
murrayledger.com
you will be redirected
to jobnetwork.com
By default,
Murray and local job
listings will appear on
this website.
However, as a national
website, not all listings
on the Jobnetwork.com
are placed through
the Murray Ledger
& Times. Please call
us if you have any
questions regarding
the Murray area
job listings Thank you.

FAST-PACED dental
office seeking a parttime Registered Dental
Hygienist. If you are a
career-oriented team
player, and want to
provide quality dentistry in a patient-centered practice. Send
resume to PO Box
1538. Murray, KY
42071.

FIRST Baptist Church
(Murray) is seeking a
part-time interim direc\lor of preschool and
children's
activities.
Help Wield
This person will be
responsible for planACTIVITY Coordinato
ning,
administering
for Personal Care and participating in
Facility.
Experience activities for children
with computers a must. from birth through 6th
Expenence with group grade. Hours will be
crafts, party planning. 15-20 per week; comoutside events Must pensation negotiable_
enjoy working with
Bachelor's degree or
people.
Certified
prior experience in
Activity Director or sim- similar work required.
ilar experience a plus. Applicants should be a
Paid vacations, holi- professed Christian,
days, paid sick days. love the Lord and love
Interested
Disability and
life children
insurance provided at persons should submit
no cost to the employ- resume and names of
ee. Contact Loudean three references to
Search
Jenny Children's
Austin
or
First
Westbrook at Fern Committee,
Terrace of Mayfield, Baptist Church, 203
Street,
4th
LLC. 270-247-3259 or South
email
to Murray, KY 42071.
For questions contact
ftlmay0yahoo.com
at
Beatty
Wilma
EQ
.
E
(270)753-7772
of
B(TTHAVEN
*ton is currently
aidePtirici applications
icirthe following poso- JOB Opening
Announcement
Full-time RN
tibir:
AixountincyBooldieeper
be able to work
aftiltnoons We offer 20 hours per week
competitive wages and
Terrace
of
an excellent benefit Fern
Mayfield is looking for
Must be
package
licensed in the State of a 20 hour per week
AccountirsyBookkeepe
Apply in
Kentucky
person at Britthaven of r. Applicant must have
Accounting/Bookkeepi
2607 Main
Benton
expenence.
Street Hwy 641 S ng
in
Benton. KY 42025 Knowledge
Microsoft Money and
EOE/AAE NO PHONE
all other Microsoft
CALLS PLEASE
applications is a must
DO you love working Knowledge of compiling Excel spreadwith kids?
Medical
Wee Care Enterpnses sheets.
and
may be lust the place Assistance
Medicare knowledge is
for youl Full time and
pert time positions a plus Paid vacations
and sick pay. holiday
available
pay Please apply in
Apply at
person at 1227 St. Rt.
Wee Care
45 North, Mayfield. No
109 S. 15th St
phone calls, please
Murray, KY 42071
EOE
(270)753-5227

060
Help Waged
KFC
now
hiring
cashiers, cooks, and
shift leaders. Must be
available for all shifts.
Apply in person 205 N.
12th St.
MARKETING
Pleasant voices needed for easy phone
work. No selling.
Immediate full/part
time positions. Work
Monday-Fnday. $7$16 per-hour. Paid
weekly. Call 762-9900
NEED full-time help.
Start immediately. No
experience necessary.
Will train. Houdy plus
bonuses.
Signmasters
8503 US Hwy 68E,
Fairdealing.
NOW taking applications for all positions
and all shifts. Apply
In person at Sonic
DrIve-in, 217 S. 12th
St., Murray, KY. No
phone calls.
OTR drivers needed.
Competitive
wages
and benefits. Home
every 2 weeks. Must
have Class A COL with
minimum 3 years OTR
experience.
Clean
MVR.(800)468-6087
PAINTERS. Need 3
plus years of verifiable
painting experience.
For interview call
931-436-5353.
PART-TIME apartment
Maintenance.
Experience with
repairs, painting.
Resume to 108 North
12th St.
SALES help wanted for
local
insurance
agency. We provide a
wide range of products. One of Nation's
largest
companies.
Insurance experience
helpful
but
not
required. Training will
be provided it necessary Send resume to.
Box
1040-R.
P0
Murray, KY 42071.
SEASONAL help
needed. Must have
COL Apply at Crop
Production Services
Hardin. KY
(270)437-4000
6 Chaticirs
CLEANING houses 20
years experience
270-759-9553
1-40ME cleaning
services 227-7129
MATURE Lady will sit
with the elderly or
Over
housekeeping
20 years expenence
References it needed
293-2735
NEED your house
cleaned/
Ref if needed
759-9031
978-6554

CALL Fred tog comPuf
er repair, upgrades
rates
Reasonable
sensor discount
270-227-5399
liWIA COMPUTERS
Service/Sales
Repairsitipgrades
759.36611

ANTIQUES, Call Larry
753-3633
BUYING
Junk cars, trucks and
tractors 436-5235
CASH paid for
good, used guns.
Benson Sporting
Goods, 519 S. 12th,
Murray.
RIDING mowers that
need work.
270-436-2867

SCRAP
CARS
k .1111
ey

Part%

75 I-5500
USED books
Call 759-9586.
WASTE oil wanted.
Will pick up used motor
oil/hydraulic
fluid.
Drum exchange. Miller
D. Farms
270-436-2215
150
ArSdes
For Sale
08 hot tub. New in
package. 6-7 person,
7HP, 46 jets, ozone,
water fall. Full warranty. Retail: $7,698. Must
sell: $4,200. 573-3001031
HD Televisions
Come by Olympic
Plaza to see our selection of HO televisions:
Flat screen Plasma &
LCDs. Rear Projection
also. LG. Toshiba,
Hitachi & Sony. We
have a large selection
of entertainment centers & TV carts.
Beasley Antenna &
Satellite. 759-0901
NEW pool table, never
used, 1"-slate, solid
wood, carved legs, felt,
acc. package, retails
$4,500, selling for
$1,600. must sell
(573)300-1031

PECAN finish dining
room table with 2
leaves and 6 chairs.
Good condition, $200.
Ph. 227-0128 or
227-9905.
111114liPnwlf
1989
Case
580K
XtendaHoe,
4WDr,
runs good $14,500.
Call 293-2512
Finowood
FIREWOOD for sale
pick-up or delivery.
Call for prices.
(270)293-1357 or
(270)559-1424
WHITE oak firewood,
$50. 270-227-9042.
270

SAO

Hants For Sale

—OWNER
FINANCING16x80 3BR, 2 Bath, on
3.5 acres, Paris.
$3,950 down, $545
month. 752-0729
Bonnie Byerly Broker
***OWNER
FINANCE***
No Credit Check!
Completely
redone.
2BR IBA striglewide,
water view, easy boat
ramp access. Nice
covered deck. 213
Primrose,
New
Concord.
$2,900
down. $450 month.
Call 753-2222.

Read
the
Classified
Ads
daily!
***OWNER
FINANCE— 28X68,
3BR, 2 bath, 10 acres,
$4,950 down $695.00
month, Hardin.
752-0729 Bonnie
Byerly Broker
`*OWNER
Financing**
2005 24x56, 3BR,
2BA, $4,950 down
$649.00 month, Hazel
(270)753-1011
'07 16x68 Northern
Built set-up in Hardin.
2BR IBA.
1-800-455-3001

SATELLITE System 2000 Fairmont 16x80.
Vinyl siding, shingle
FREE
Get a 4-room FREE. roof, 2x6 walls, Amish
built, nice. 270-489FREE DVR or HD
upgrade
FREE 6 2525.
months of HD proUP to $20,000 off 3
gramming
w/HD remanining
New
upgrade Get months 3 liomes. Must sell by
FREE of HBO & 02/16/2oos.
Cinemax. 731-584-9109
Programming starts at
UOUNDATION Sale
$2999 per mo. + $5.00
All 2006 Homes Must
for local networks. Call
Gol
Beasley Antenna &
Unbelievable Deals
Satellite for more info
Only 4 left Save
759-0901 or toll free.
Thousands', Call now
877-455-0901
731-584-9429
TIFFANY New Prom
Dress still has the tags
lElkames For Rad
on with necklace
never been worn Size
6
$450 00. if interested
please call
(270)227-4697
VINYL replacement
windows.
FREE ESTIMATES
Call Jeff 0 753-6450

LARGE
SELECTION
USED APPLIANCES
wAND-EtKINS
•
•

(270) 753-1713

rO

1750 Lower, Dnve Murray, KY 42071

Nap Welled

•213R $225
753-6012

Cl

ot To Runt

1 OR 2br apts. near
downtown
Murray
starling at $200/mo
753-4109.
1&2 BR apts, 1-year
lease. 1BR $350.00,
2BR $475.00. Call
Hamlet North Apts
753-7559
1BR, various locations,
$275-$300. Coleman
RE 753-9898
2 bedroom apartment.
W/D, s/ref. furnished.
Separate utility room,
screened porch. Partial
utilities paid.
$350-$400. No pets.
753-2863
2 BR 1 Bath duplex,
attached garage,
clean, no pets,
$475/mo, one year
lease, $475/deposit.
436-5858 227-4037
2BR 2BA, all appliances furnished. $100
off first month's rent.
Michelle Drive.
731-363-4588,
270-293-5572
2BR 2BA, garage, all
appliances. $650
436-5685
2BR apartments available. Great location. 1
year lease, 1 month
deposit, no pets.
753-2905
2BR duplex, 2BA,
garage. No pets.
753-7457 or 227-3054
2BR duplex, nice,
C/H/A, appliances furnished. Various locations. Coleman RE
753-9898
2BR
redecorated.
$345 monthly. No pets.
293-6070
2BR, $285, C/H/A,
near MSU. Move in
free days. 753-9898
3&4BR, 2BA available
now,
appliances
Coleman RE 753-9898
3BR Duplex, water furrushed, $700/mo.
lease & deposit
required. 227-0375
3BR townhome 2.5BA.
C/H/A.
refrigerator,
washer, dryer, dishwasher, oven, stove.
1,400
sq.ft.
Conveniently located
near MSU. Newly
refurbished.
$660
month. 500/0 off 1st
month. $800 deposit
required. No pets.
Utilities not included.
270-348-0458
48R townhome 2.58A.
C/H/A,
refrigerator,
washer, dryer, dishwasher, oven, stove.
1,400
sq.ft.
Conveniently located
near MSU. Newly
refurbished.
$840
month. 50% oft 1st
month. $800 deposit
required. No pets.
Utilities not included.
270-348-0458
Cornerstone
Realty & Rental
Rental Propeny &
Property Management
Servtcer available
Call 761-7355
www.lcorwinsosekediy.com
DUPLEX 2BR, 1-1/2
bath, all appliances,
storage shed, handiaccessible.
cap
$525/mo. 436-5685
DUPLEX 2BR, 2BA. 1 year old, 404 Nimbi
Ct. North, no pets
(270)378-2748
(270)841-5653

MATURE gentleman
seeking small country
home with garage or
shop building. Will
lease 614-778-6277

EXCEPTIONALLY
nice, large 1 bedroom.
unfurnished ($345). All
appliances including
washer & dryer. 7595885 or 293-7085

1 BR. all appliances
washer & dryer. Pets
allowed $335 Cal
Grey's
Velda.
Properties, LLC
293-3491

EXCEPTIONALLY
nice. large 2 bedroom
All appliances including washer, dryer. 7595885 Of 293-7085
FOR rent: 26R
Duplex, 1302
Valleywood. $400/rno.
761-7355

mmercial Pro°.
For Sale

NOW AVAILABLE:
2 Bedroom - $434
3 Bedroom - $495
3 Bedroom - Income Based
• Free Cable • Washer, Dryer, Range, Dishwasher,
& Refrigerator Provided • AR Electric • Carpet &
Ceramic Tile • Central Heat & Air • Patio/Deck

COMMERCIAL build
ing 1,200 sq.ft. Many
recent improvements
Excellent
condition.
Located in high traffic
area, 717 S. 4th St.
Many
possibilities.
Some restrictions apply
$75,000.
753-7668
a_ Call Joy for details... 270-762-1044 or.
0024
, days or 753-4919
Ina 270-804-0850.ITY# 800-648-6056 Lt.I nights.

am=

Commerical Prop. For Rani

Calloway Garden/Essex Downs
Apartments

GARAGE, office on
paid lot set-up for a
used can lot. $750.
703-4768

1505 Diuguid Drive • Murray, KY 42071

270-753-8556
TDD 1-800-545-1833- Ext. 283

OFFICE or retail space
available. Prime location. 753-2905,
293-1480

One and Two Bedroom Apartments
Central Heat and Air
Accepting Applications

OFFICE space available. 1,600 sq.ft., parking lot, roadside lighted
sign. 901 Sycamore St.
$1,200/mo. 293-2098
or 753-5500

Office Hours 8 a.m. — 12 p.m.
1 p.m. to 4 p.m.
'Cf

x5

NICE, large 2BR 2BA
duplex. All appliances,
$500/mo + deposit. No
pets. 436-5927.
NOW LEASING
1, 2 & 3bedroom Apts.
We accept Section
8 vouchers.
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts.
902 Northwood Or
Monday,
Wednesday, Friday.
Phone 759-4984.
Equal Housing
Opportunity
TOD #1-800-648-6056
ONE Bedroom, nice
Washer/Dryer, pet &
smoke free. $350.00
(270)226-8006
SMALL 1BR, nonsmoking apt. upstairs,
water paid, available
now, no pets.
$260/mo. 753-5980

PROFESSIONAL
OFFICE: Ideal downtown location includes
reception, conference
room, and parking,
Suite B. Gregory,
Easley, & Emstberger
Building. Call
753-2633

KEY MINI
WAREHOUSES
1850 St. Rt. 121S
Murray. KY 42071
270-753-5562

J&L RENTALS
MINI-STORAGE

Pets & Supplies

Now renting
Located at 720 S. 4th St.

270-436-5496
270-293-6906
PREMIER
MINISTORAGE
*Inside climate control
storage
•Secunty alarmed
*Safe & clean
-We sell boxes!
•We rent U-Hauls.
753-9600.

\partnicior

;ll-1,- -WI
II)I) - 11.1 1111
tioins NI I

2 large igloo style dog
houses. Like new.
$60/ea. 812-384-7030
or 270-873-2106
AKC
German
Shepherds. Excellent
German import bloodlines for working and
protection. Pet, show.
and working quality
available.
Puppies,
adults, trained adults.
731-352-2694,
731-415-1846
DOG Obedience,
436-2858.
JACK/RAT female. 1
year old. 10 lbs. $50.
978-0623.

3 buildings for sale,
downtown commercial
property.
(270)293-4855

SHIH Tzu pups. Males:
$150, Female: $200.
748-5575

Houses For Red
107 S. 14th. 4BR 28A,
C/H/A.
Lease
&
deposit. No pets. $700
monthly. 270-519-2699

NEON BEACH
MINI-STORAGE

1604 Miller. 7 rooms,
gas C/H. Lease &
deposit. No
pets.
Water
paid. $500
monthly. 270-519-2699

•All Size Units
Available
Now Have
Climate Control

2. 3 & 4BR houses.
Lease
&
deposit
required. 753-4109
3/2 brick ranch on
Melrose. City utilities.
All electric. 2 car
garage. Large fenced
yard. New
central heat & air system, annual lease.
Ray 270-7670615

753-3853

45311,1

3BR 1BA 306 S. 15th,
$490/mo. negotiable.
No pets. 759-4826

a subs, ription to Ike

WtRKA
DGR&TIMES

501 South 6th. 3 bedroom
1
bath,
washer/dryer;
dishwasher; refrigerator:
stove;
living/dining
rooms; bonus room;
screened porch; hardwood floors.
270-761-1317

Home Delivery
3 mo. ......

Local Mall
coarn...0
3 mo.---....433.00
—$52.50
6 ak°1 yr. —WA 6'no,.......46O.00
1 yr..— *104.00
All Other Mail
Subscriptions
475.00
3 me.---.....$79.59 3 me.
$96.90
6'no.
.$&I0 6 me.
1 yr.---$120.00 1
-------$143.00
Rest of KY/TN
floury.,

10X19 storage unit
Murray
Downtown
$40. 753-9887
A&F Warehousing
Near MSU $20-50
753-7668
G&C
STORAGE and
PROPANE
119 E. Main
(270) 753-6266
Cell (270) 293-4183
9 a.m. - 4 p.m. M-F
MURRAY Store and
Lock presently has
units available.
753-2905 or 753-7536

I Check

Bricheme I

Money Ord Pr

Visa

M/C

Name
1
1 St. Address
I
City
I State

Zip

Daytime Ph.
Mail this coupon with payment to;
1
1
1

Murray Ledger & Times
P.O. Boa 1040
Murray,KY 42071
Or call (270)763-1916

.ve• s•Mko,

CLASSIFIEDS

2008

riday February

45

DAFtNELL DESIGN
CRAPPIE RIGS

SHIM- TZU puppy.
Male. 8 weeks old,
AKC, clew daws
removed. shots &
wormed. $300
(270)251-0310

Evinrude E-Tec - Custom Rigging
Boat Trailer Service

Darnell Marine, Inc.

W.4014196

f

DI4J HANDYMAN
We do all the odd robs
you don't have time
for
Painting, siding, roots
decks.
293-5438

I

;;;1111

ESTATE SALE
1317
Vine Street
Friday 12N-4PM
Saturday 9AM-12N

5 mi. East Hwy 94 •(270)753-3734
11121Ussd Ctrs
[
•••OWNER
FINANCE
No credit check, Clean
and nice 38R IBA
home on lot in Puryear.
1,292 sq ft . hardwood
appliances
floor.
$3900 down, $475
monthly Call Ruthie
(270)753-2222

2003 Cadillac CTS
condition
Great
611,500 0E10
293-5055
Thunderbird
1996
condition
Excellent
$1.800 270-492-8006

***OWNER
FINANCE
No Credit Check,
Clean 4 nice 38R 1
bath home on quiet lot
in Puryear 1.292 sq.ft
hardwood floor. appliances, city water &
sewer $3.900 down.
Call
$475 month
Ruth*(270)753-2222
2 story 3EIR 29A, 1
613 Broad St .
office, 2 car garage,
2.400 sq.ft.
off Sycamore
4,000 total Landon
Sat. 2/9,
Hills Subdivision
Fri. 2/15 &
(270)210-3781,
Sat. 2/16
(270)559-2032
8AM-3PM
313R 28A brick home
furniture, clothes.
with 1.494 sq.ft. 4
toys, pictures.
miles north of Murray
shoes. etc
lust off 641. New HVAC
*04 and new roof in
out
Finished
'06.
detached
24X30
with
shop/garage
industrial lighting and
TOBACCO ground
multiple outlets with
approx 8 acres, highly
additional 220 plug
productive land, water
House sits on .95
available. 32x52 barn
at
Priced
acres
close by May be
$119.500
leased also
270270-978-1074
12.70089-2116
759-9044.
38F1 28A brick. Newly
stove.
decorated,
Large
refrigerator
4...
•
fenced in backyard &
storage Large trees
oft
9th.
822 S
Glendale

MOVING
SALE

sans
farm
Also,
Cherokee Hills Farm.
121S. New Concord
tOrni from KY Lake
Lots of deer, turkey.
good building spots
J D Williams
t.tartr• 'c1-4441

Vets

Mu Location.
Are Condition
VIa wxreatiirpriipOM

1

tMINIM
ga
LOO CABIN
ONLY $69.900
Lake Access
w/FREE Boat Slips
Own the ri,eam' New
2128 sf log cabin pkg
at spectacular 160 000
acre recreational lake'
Paved rd gutils
excellent financing
Call now 1 -800- 7043154 x 1697
LOT, camper with root
and porch storage
building' in Peale $
Cove $19.900
270-247-3883

edysolverslom
1270/781-HOMIE
bedroom 2 bath with
double garage waterfront tot, with trees.
storage shed floating
boat dock, concrete
ramp
boat
Call
$275,000 00
753-2905 Of 293-6695.
MUST Swell Just built
brick
SCI ft
2.500
home Double garage
Private & beautiful 2.
acre tot. 14-mile to
town $139.000 270
519-8570 by owner.
.Murray.
THREE bedroom 1
bath brick home,. with a
outbuilding.
shed.
tobacco barn and 8
Located in
scrips
Hazel $11500000
Call 753-2905 or
293-8595

Mow

s-zoo acres tweressn
SIGN I Coldwater.
frontage. tobacco
lawn. good weber in,
orrisseon or Mosta
Owner Ananong pr
ilewde
bio
127014814llf
no answer lea.•
mesitags

wow Damagsa Floors
Braces &Floor Jose
Panaosing &Plunting
Dowd Galina', Ooner
eve Do Insurance Work
Aka &kisairCadMckPlact

it44

ED HELP?

I limilton Craniti.
AL 'Marble
3301 St. Rt 121N.
753-8087

Handyman Services.
All.rernode •
No job too
Free estimates.
(731)247-3001
(731)363-3511
TRENCHING
731-782-3951
731-336-5288

1.4,

731-247-5422
270-293-2643
Tree
YEARRY'S
Free esti
Service
mates Phone
436-2562, 227-0267

whatsoever for their activities

Free Pallets
Loading Dock of
Murray Ledger & Times
First Come - First Serve
Please No Phone Calls

State has guidelines for storm debris

be picked up by a hauler and
debris should not be burned until dry, at least ances can
center or county staging
recycling
a
to
taken
on exterior surfaces. Small amounts of clean
on pecycling centers is
on
Informati
area.
five
exceed
to
not
kerosene,
diesel fuel or
available on the Division of Waste
gallons, may be used to aid ignition.
at.
page
recycling
Residents needing to dispose of storm *Management's
gov/recycling/. Freon
.waste.ky.
http://www
their
contact
should
property
debris on their
must be recovered prior to crushing or recylocal emergency operations center for
instructions. Most counties address the han- cling.
debris • Construction/demolition
dling of disaster debris in five-year solidconcrete,
bricks,
materials
Building
waste management plans submitted to
masonry, rock, wood or lumber, insulation DEP's Division of Waste Management. The
be disposed of at a construction/demshould
the
with
on
guidance usually is in cooperati
olition landfill. A landfill list is online at
local department for emergency service.
waste.ky.gov/branches/sw/Ke nt
Information about what to do about dam- http://w w w.
acilities.htm
d+Waste+F
ucky+Soli
open
on
s
age from a storm, and restriction
II Contained landfill/household garbage
burning. are available through Web sites of
of the - Garbage and all residential waste and
agencies
other
and
DEP
household hazardous waste (pesticides,.
Environmental and Public Protection
paint) should go to a contained
Cabinet -- http://www.eppc.ky.gov/. General dried latex
landfill.
follows:
as
are
disposal guidelines
Special handling applies to:
•Woody vegetative waste - Recycling
in Livestock carcasses - Contact the
by shredding or chipping is encouraged. If
Department of Agriculture's Division of
recycling is not feasible, contact the solid
Animal Health, 502-564-3956, for informacoordinator
waste
.
and assistance on proper disposal.
tion
/Coun
nches/rIa
y.gov/bra
w.waste.k
http://ww
drums ;:
orphaned
and
d
Abandone
•
.Local
.htm
ty+Solid+Waste+Coordinators
to dispose of a drum, since it
governments should contact the Division of Don't attempt
materials or waste.
hazardous
contain
may
at
online
are
offices
district
Forestry either the
contact
and
location
the
Note
and
http://www.forestry.ky.gov/distoff/
services office or a
DEP regional offices - online at local disaster
Department for Environmental Protection
hup://www.dep.ky.gov/regionaloffice/ - for
approval of burning. Storm-damaged build- regional office.
• Care and maintenance of damaged
ing materials, appliances and furniture may
trees - The Division of Forestry can
urban
sepshould
owners
not be burned. Property
and/or contact information to
arate storm debris into three piles for curb- offer advice
trees that have storm damage.
urban
address
governlocal
the
by
hauling
or
pickup
side
to
go
information
more
For
approprian
ment to a central stage area or
http://www.forestry.ky.gov/programs/urban/
ate landfill.
.htm.
•White goods - This includes refrigera- Pruning+Your+Trees
tors, stoves, water heaters, air conditioning
units, and washer/dryers. Damaged appli-

anent
Congress acts to make telemarketer Do Not Call Registry perm

WASHINGTON IAP)
270-519-8570
SIMMONS'S Politicians have finally found an
issue they all can agree on:
Carpentry
Handyman Wort. Fres Telemarketers calling at dinnerestimates
time are a scourge that must be
repulsed.
436-2867 Lamb's
Professional Tree
Congress on Wednesday sent
Service Complete tree to President Bush two bills that
removal gutter
would make permanent a pro-.
cleaning, hauling etc
gram to protect consumers from
Insured
unwanted phone calls from tee436-5141 A-AFFORD- marketers. Its hallmark is the
ABLE Hauling Clean national "do not call" list.
out garages, gutters.
"This initiative has proven to
lurk & tree work.
be one of the most popular laws
A-1 Stump ReMovel.
in history." said Rep. G.K.
Fully insured
Butterfield. D-N.C. Extending
437-3044
program was necessary "to
the
AAA HANDYMAN
avoid the wrath of millions of
All types of carpentry.
angry constituents."
addibons. decks
The Do Not Call Registry,
Hauling, clean up junk
initiated in 2003. has been wideGarage yards
buildings
ly acclaimed for allowing
Prompt dependable
Amencans to eat their suppers in
Frew estimates
peace. Some 150 million people
35 yrs experience
have listed their phones on the
Anytime 753-9210
registry. which prohibits calls
APPUANCE REPAIR
from telemarketers.
SERVICE II PARTS
(270) 293-8726 OR
759-5534
Chuck Win Burton

BARBEROSA Cycles.
U.0
ATV service Si repairs
270-382-2444

pets

1

USED TIRES
14 15 16 inch
Starting at S20
mounted

753-5606

RACIOIOE a
TRUCKING
ROY HILL
Septic system gravel
white rock
436-2113
Dozer work & Track
hoe
BEECHER S
Service
Handyman
Odd lobs Free estimates (270)762-0910

Knight's
!yaor i
l
ign
Gra
ll

1

lUllely Wakes
aort
P
4
12e acres Perla. TN
arse 200 now crop
land Remainder in
woods with crook
E:cowl
frontage
building saes II 9
moos wadi top rd
trontaIga will dived*
$2 son an sent I 677
275-0543

David's
Home

THE Murray Ledger & Times considers its
sources reliable, but inaccuracies do occur.
Readers using this informabon do so at their
own risk Although persons and companies
mentioned herein are believed to be rep-r•
utable, The Murray Ledger & Times, nor any'
of as employees accept any responsibility

"I remember times we just
used to take our phones off the
hook." said Rep. Mike Doyle,
D-Pa.. a leader on the issue.
recalling pre-registry days.
"Consumers without exception hate the annoyance of intrusive telemarketer calls at dinnertime." said Chris Murray. senior
counsel for Consumers Union.
"When nearly every American
household has taken the time to
register, that says something
really strong."
Rep. Michael Burgess. RTexas, put it in political terms:
"With a 10 percent approval rating it is incumbent upon us to
continue to pass legislation that
is indeed popular."
The House passed by voice
vote and sent to the president a
bill to make permanent the
authority of the Federal Trade
Commission to collect fees to
run the program. "My legislation keeps the program free.
simple and effective for con-

sumers," said Sen. Mark Pryor,
D-Ark., sponsor of the Senate
bill.
Telemarketers pay annual
fees of up to $17,050 and must
search the registry every month
and drop from call lists the
phone numbers of consumers
who have registered.
The Congressional Budget
Office said the fees will bring in
$107 million over the next five
years. Consumers can remove
their numbers from the list at

scrubbed each month of numbers that have been disconnected
and reassigned to new customers.
David Certner. legislative
policy director at AARP, said
that some 50 million phone
numbers could be dropped off
the list in September without a
change in a rule that most
Americans are unaware of. The.
FTC has given assurances
would wait for congressional
action before eliminating any

any time.
The Senate later approved by
a voice vote and sent to the
White House a bill, promoted by
Sen. Byron Dorgan. D-N.D.. to
make the list permanent, overturning an FTC rule that people
re-register their phone numbers
every five years. The FTC reasoned that re-registenng would
update the list to account for
people who move and switch
their phone numbers. Critics
argued that the list is already
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move a situation torv.ar,f, you'll
experience a total backfire
Understand and question your
expectations, as they could he a
SOUlte of problems and present
you front ai.i.epting loscd ones
and friends tou pull the wild
card financialls. neser knowing
what might hit next Iloiing a
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The Stars Show the Kind of
Day You'l Have: 5-Dynamic.
4-Positive; 3-Average; 2-So-so.
1 -Difficult
ARIES (March 21-April 19)
*** Your efforts seem to get
stalemated no matter how well
thought out they are Refuse to
get upset Go off and do something you enjoy to the max You

numbers.
The AARP has been active on
the issue from the beginning,
Certner said, both because seniors are more susceptible to tele-;
marketer fraud and may not:
have the mobility to answdr
repeated calls. "For some seniors these calls are more than:
just a minor inconvenience."
Violating the Do Not CallRegistry subjects telemarketors.
to civil penalties up to $11,00CI.
per violation.
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don't always have to be out and
about Check in with an older relative Tonight Only do what you
must
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
***Sr The best intentions
could fall to the wayside A friend
or loved one might want to treat
you to a very special happening
Don't allow frustration to mount
No one can always control every
situation and every person
Tonight Where the crowds are
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
*** Others have *great expectations." which you might fear
you cannot meet Let go and
relax Travel, long-distance oommunication and an unexpected
shanng play roles in what is
going on Tonight Try to call it an
early night
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
**** Reach out to others,
knowing what you want You
might be instrumental in meting
down someone's cold exterior
Still, you will need a lot of
patience Watch how another
person expresses his or her feelings Tonight Movie time
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
** Predictability is not a commodity that you will (lastly come
by right now Know that the only
stability that exists is perpetual
change Be more forthnght about
your feelings with a loved one.
especially if this person is a
roommate Tonight Say yes

VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept 22)
*** You could be irntated by
what rs happening with a tnend
or loved one Remember, each
person chooses his or her own
fate. and this person could
change what is going on Step
away, though remain nurtunng
Tonight Don't let anyone pressure you Say no
UBRA (Sept. 23-Oct 22)
**** Easy does it. You might
feel as if you have pushed and
pushed Exhaustion earmarks
your decisions and reactions
Slow down and start taking better care of yourself Others will
appreciate you more if you do,
Tonight Ask, and you will
receive
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
*Sr** Listen to feedback Use
your imagination perhaps to
make logic of what does not
make sense Your creativity
emerges when dealing with others, but also even when relaxing.
like just seeing a movie Enjoy
Tonight Follow your instincts
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.
21)
*** Deady you cannot change
others. but you can adept and
change your mood and perspective How you deal with someone
could change considerably with
a touch more insight and detachment Tonight Your home is your
castle
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jort. 19)

***** You have the right
words and mannerisms to
soothe others' frayed nerves.
Your popularity could explode as
a result If you think a problem
needs to be dealt with directly,
do Just that Know that results
could be different from what you
expect Tonight Hang out with a
fnend
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18) *** Sometimes you don't have
the control you desire You might
be pressured beyond what you
can tolerate If you are pushed.
you will come up with a great
idea to make peace or work
Tonight:
through an issue
Remember, there is a tomorrow.
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20)
**** Others look to you, and
indeed a friend might be gooeyeyed when thinking of Of speaking to you Use care, knowing
what you want from this person
You don't want to hurl him or NU
either Your sensitivity now could
be more important than you reat-.
tze Tonight Chat up a storm
BORN TODAY
Mudd
Roger
Broadcaster
(1928). actress Mia Ferro*
(1945) singer Travis Tret (196*
Jacqueline Bigot Is on ttli
Internet at http://vrivw.jacquo:
Nnobigar.com.
(c) 2008 by King Feature,
Syndicate Inc
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Man's marriage proposal
may become family affair

kl_surray Ledger & Times

LookingBack
10 years ago

Mrs Uassd Forrester, Jan 29.

Published IS a picture of Emily
Noble and Candace Gurley, Murray High School juniors, warming up before their All-State Symphonic Band Concert in Louisville.
The photo was by Staff Photographer Bernard Kane.
Dr. Robert H. McGaughey 111,
retired chairman of department of
journalism and mass conununicaalias at Murray State University,
Was honored by the Kentucky
Press Association at its winter
is:inference in Lexington.
Mr. and Mrs. J. Terry Cavitt
will be married for 50 years Feb
1.

; 20 years ago
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• Published is a picture of Mark
Galloway, Murray chess player,
concentrating on his next move during the County-wide Scholastic
Chess Championship held at Murray State University Curris Center. Approximately 25 students from
local elementary, middle and high
schools competed. The photo was
by Staff Photographer David Tuck,
Patty Galetto. Gretta L. Shepard, Amy Ross and Pat Skinner,
all of Murray, are Murray State
University students appearing in
MSU's "Campus Lights" on Feb.
I 1, 12 and 13 at the MSU Lovett
auditorium.

40 years ago
Calloway County Grand Jury
returned seven indicunents in its
report to Circuit Judge James M.
Lassiter in the opening of Calloway County Circuit Court SesS100.

In high school basketball games,
Calloway Lakers lost 79-77 to
North Marshall Jets with high
scorers being SUM Key and Charles
Rushing for Lakers; Murray Tigers
lost 87-77 to South Marshall Rebels
with high scorers being Allen Beane
for Tigers and Junior Clapp for
Rebels
50 years ago
Randy Patterson. eighth grade
student at New Concord High
School, made the highest grade
on the competition history examination by the Captain Wendell
Oury Chapter of the Daughters of
the American Revolution, according to Leon Grogan, personnel
director of county schools, who
supervised the examination. Leah
Caldwell, student at Murray High
School, ranked second.
Murray Training School Colts
won 57-54 over Kirksey High
School Eagles in a basketball game.
High team scorers were Rogers
for Colts and Reeder for Eagles.

60 years ago
Effective Feb. 9, Murray Cab

30 years ago
Two major construction projects are expected to get underway in the City of Murray and
Murray State University. These
include the new K-Mart building
and the renovation of Wells Hall
at MSU.
Both Murray City and Callaway County Schools are expecting to be in session on Feb. 9
after being out because of the
weather conditions.
Births reported include a boy

Company and Diamond Cab Company are raising their fares to 25
cents to 12th Street and 50 cents
beyond 12th Street. Boundaries
are Triangle Inn, city limits sign
on Concord Highway, Chestnut
Street and 12th Street.
The Executive Board of the
Murray Woman's Club has voted
to send a $1,000 pledge to the
Murray Community Hospital Fund.
Births reported include a girl
to Mr. and Mrs. Al Hewett, Jan.

to James W. and Robbie Burkeen,
Jan. 21; a boy to Steve and Tonda
West, Jan. 25: a girl to Mr. and

27, and a girl to Mr. and Mrs.
Hobert Craig, Jan. 31.

DEAR ABBY: I have waited 36 years to many. Most
would say I was the quintessential bachelor. When I was
younger, I never thought I'd date
anyone with a child. I didn't
want to deal with the "baggage" I thought came with dating a single
mother.
Needless to
say. I have
been dating
a delightful
woman who
has a 4-yearold son with
Dear Abby whom I get
along great.
We've dated
By Abigail
for a year
Van Buren
and a half,
I lose her, and it's time I propose.

The three of us are a little team, and I'm wondering,
when I ask her to marry me,
should I involve her son and
buy something for him -- and
if so, what? I was thinking of
a custom-made charm for a
chain (remember, he's only 4).
I would like it to be something he can keep with him
the rest of his life. Your advice
would be greatly appreciated.
-- BACHELOR IN DOVER,
N.H.
DEAR BACHELOR: Your
sentiments
are
endearing.
Because you are a "team," it
would be wonderful to involve
the child in the proposal. You
might include him in the "surprise" for his mother, or even
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By The Associated Press
Today is Friday. Feb. 8, the
39th day of 2008. There are 327
days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On Feb. 8, 1968, three college students were killed in a confrontation with highway patrolmen in Orangeburg. S.C., during
a civil rights protest against a
whites-only bowling alley.
On this date:
In 1587, Mary. Queen of Scots
was beheaded at Fotheringhay Cas-

13A El V E1 1_ lJ
P:447

tle in England after she was implicated in a plot to murder her
cousin, Queen Elizabeth I.
In 1693, a charter was granted for the College of William and
Mary in Williamsburg. Va.
In 1837, the Senate selected
the vice president of the United
States, choosing Richard Mentor
Johnson after no candidate received
a majority of electoral voles.
In 1904. the Russo-Japanese
War, a conflict over control of
Manchuria and Korea, began as

SgC•43
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Japanese forces attacked Port
Arthur,
In 1915, D.W. Griffith's groundbreaking as well as controversial
silent movie epic about the Civil
War, -The Birth of a Nation,"
premiered in Los Angeles.
In 1924, the first execution by
gas in the United States took place
at the Nevada State Prison in Carson City as Gee Jon. a Chinese
immigrant convicted of murder,
was put to death.
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DEAR READER: I believe,
in your case, CT angiography
(study of blood vessels and arteries) is redundant. This procedure
is relatively new but has it drawbacks. It is generally considered
more accurate than an MRI, is

less invasive, more cost-effective
and less painful. Some drawbacks
to the procedure, however, are
possible allergic reaction to the
contrast material used or skin
damage at the IV site, and the
contrast takes up to 24 hours to
Leave the body. It is not recommended for people with kidney
disease or severe diabetes because
of the risk of further kidney damage. People who are very obese
may not fit in the CT machine
It is also not reliable for small,
twisted arteries or vessels on organs
that move quickly, such as the
heart. Blocked vessels and abnormal heart function make it diffi-

cult to interpret the results.
In the case of inconclusive or
abnormal results, traditional stress
tests or angiographies are necessary. Since you have already had
a normal stress test, it is not necessary to have CT angiography
at this time.
As for your diagnosis of costochondritis (chest pain caused by
rib or rib-cartilage inflammation),
1 believe this is correct. It can
be mild or severe and the pain
can often be reproduced by pressing on the affected area. This is
not a life-threatening condition.
Effective treatment includes the use
of nonsteroidal anti-inflammatory
drugs (NSA1Ds) such as ibuprofen. Pain usually resolves in a
few days with treatment but in
some patients can last several
months. Try using over-the-counter medications to treat the discomfort; if it persists, see your
doctor, who may choose to run
more tests and prescribe a stronger
medicine, such as prednisone.

ContractBridge
Opening-Lead Quiz
Here is an opening-kid problem
presented some years ago by the
British Bndge World magazine to a
group of international stars. You arc
South, East-West are vulnerable, and
the bidding has gone:
North
South
East
West
1•
Pass
Dble
Pass
Pass
5•
Dble
5,
Pass
Pass
Yeas-band is; .
•K743. VA•J10964*A82
Which card would you lead'?
•••
The panel's vote: eight for the ace
of hearts, three for the ace of clubs,
two for the three of spades, one for
the jack of diamonds.
ALAN H1RON, conductor of the
panel, commented: "After this auction, it seems a good idea to lead an
ace to inspect dummy before deciding upon the best method of attack.
Unfortunately, releasing the ace of
hearts can prose fatal. If the setting
trick must come from a ruff in partner's hand, either the ace of clubs or
a low spade lead looks better than the
ace of hearts."
Other comments were:
LE DENTC: "Ace of hearts. I
want to see dummy.(hope I won't be
punished for being so curious!"

CROWHURST: "Ace of hearts.

Curious bidding this; somebody is
bidding on distribution. The defense
must be directed onto the right lines
as soon as possible, and the ace of
hearts surely cannot damage partner's hand."
FILARSKI:"Three of spades. We
may be able to come to a ruff somewhere. My plan is to lead a spade and
when in with the ace of hearts, try the
ace of clubs. I should be able tojudge
whether partner wants a spade ruff or
another club."
Nl:NES: "Ace of clubs. My first
instinct was the ace of hearts, but
why not the ace of clubs, retaining
trump control'? If 1 do set up their
club suit, there arc unlikely to be any
discards that Matter while I've still
got the ace of hearts."
COLLINGS:"Ace of clubs. This
will defeat the contract if partner has
a singleton or doubleton club, or
even a singleton spade (I can switch
at trick two). The ace of hearts could
be a disastrous lead, giving up control. P.S. Why did I double. •
SMART: "Jack of diamonds. All
passion spent, all subtlety abandoned."
For the record, the ace of hearts
would have been disastrous, as partas well as
ner had a singleton club
a singleton heart!

Tomorrow: Piece de resistance

16 Prune
17 Speeder's

40 Trout's home
43 European
capital
46 Get paid
47 Rear-end
48 Walkie-talkie
word
50 Kind of pudding
51 Planet in verse
52 Suffix for silver
53 Delighted
54 Mild brew
55 Agree silently

penalty
18 Book lover

DOWN

1 Answer
4 Beth and Jo's
sister
7 Tobacco plug
11 By Jove'
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14 Four-letter word
15 Bedtime story

20 Musical key
(2 yids)
21 Make a bet
22 Regret deeply
23 Cave entrance
26 More gong-ho
30 Purchase
31 Prince Valiant s
son
32 Word of disgust
33 Kind of band
36 Major no-no
38 TV brand
39 Floor cover ng

1 Fix the table
2 Culture dish
3 ardy lock
4 Narrow back
street
5 Fasten securely
6 Puppy sound
7 Diner beverage
8 Crop hazard
9 Still-active
Sicilian volcano
10 Grind

Answer to Previous Puzzle
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12 Bought and
sold
19 Dit opposite
20 Software error
22 Took part
in a 10K
10
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DEAR ABBY: I just found
out that my mother has become
engaged. I don't have a problem with it except for the fact
that her fiance, "Harry," is
younger than my brothers and
me.
My father has passed away,
and I do not intend to call
Harry anything other than his
first name. When I refer to
him in conversation, should I
call him my stepfather or my
mother's
husband?
"STEPCHILD" IN VIRGINIA

DEAR DIL GOTT: I have been
having bilateral upper chest
wall/muscular discomfort off and
on for the last two years. After
negative cardiac enzyme biood
tests in the emergency room and
a normal stress test, I was diagnosed
with
costochondrius trib pain
secondary to
cartilage
inflamma(ion) 1 have
no shortness
of breath with
activity, no
Dr. Gott radiating
pain, nausea
or
fatigue
By
Dr. Peter Gott when I have
these occasional episodes. The pain is normally reproducible when 1 press
the area.
I have done research regarding the new technology of Cl'
angiography, which •sorne state is
better than regular angiography,
especially for women, in detecting small-vessel cardiac blockage.
It is also said to be safer than
traditional angiographs. For my
own peace of mind, I was wondering if this would be a valid
test for me to have? If so, is it
as good a diagnostic tool as a
traditional angiogram, which is
invasive and carries certain risks?
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DEAR ABBY: My wife,
"Yvonne," has been struggling
with a painful issue most of
her adult life. Her parents show
no interest in her. This has
been the case since she was
young. Yvonne has continually reached out to them without success. Her mother calls
maybe once a year and never
sends anything for her birthday or Christmas. Her father
is pretty much nonexistent.
This has been affecting my
wife more and more as she
gets older. She's 29 and a wonderful mother and wife, but
every time she sees a mother
and daughter spending time
together on TV or in public,
it makes her very sad. She
always comments that she wishes she was like that with her
mother. I have tried to console her the best I can, but it
doesn't help much. What can
I do to help her overcome
this?-- HURTS FOR MY WIFE
IN WARREN, MICH.
DEAR HURTS FOR MY
WIFE: It appears you're doing
all you can, but filling this
hole in your wife's heart is
more than a "civilian" can
accomplish. She may need the
help of a psychologist in order
to repair the damage caused
by her parents' neglect. Please
suggest it to her because your
wife may be more resilient
than she thinks. I say this
because she has been able to
be an effective mother even
though she had a poor role
model to follow.

DEAR "STEPCHILD":
You are all adults. Therefore
I see nothing disrespectful in
referring to Harry as your
mother's husband. That's what
he will be.

s to
rims.

could
reap

propose becoming a family to
both of them.
However, at 4, the boy is
too young to entrust with a
piece of expensive jewelry -and by the time he would be
old„ enough to wear and appreciate it, a charm might not be
in fashion, so I don't recommend it. The promise of your
love and support is gift enough.

Friday, February 8.2008 • 5B
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23 Cut down
24 Use a charge
card
25 Bonn
connector
26 Foot-pound
relative
27 Give
a massage
28 Sense of self
29 Frat letter
31 Santa —
winds
34 Talked on and
on
35 Gross'
36 Bath fixture
37 Radiant
39 Cugat
Specialty
40 Ice floe
41 Travel
preference
42 "Free Willy'
whale

43 Boldly attempt
44 Russian czar
45 Agrippina s
son
47 Go bad
49 Primary color
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6 missing dozens hurt in Ga. refinery blast
PORT WENTWORTH, Ga.
(API -- Authorities searching
for six people missing after an
explosion in a sugar refinery
said Fnday that rescue efforts
had shifted to a recovery operation. Firefighters were still battling flames.
Officials had not determined
what caused the explosion
Thursday night but said they
suspect sugar dust, which can he
volatile.
-There was fire all over the
building." said Nakishya Hill. a
machine operator who escaped
from the third floor of the refinery on the Savannah River.
"All I know is, I heard a loud
boom and everything came
down." said Hill. who was uninjured except for blisters on her
elbow. "All I could do when I
got down was take off running."
The fire was partially contained early Friday. said ('apt.
Matthew
Stanley of the
Savannah Fire Department."We
have diminished it considerably.
but were still struggling to get
to parts of it." he said.
The fire had been extinAP
guished in the area where the
explosion happened, but struc- Firefighters continue to fight a fire at the Imperial Sugar Company today after art explosion
tural damage was keeping fire- Thursday night npped apart the plant on the Savannah River in Port Wentworth, Ga. Six people were missing and more than 50 people where taken to local hospitals with injuries after the
fighters out. Stanley said.
Ninety-five to 100 people blast, some severe,
were believed to be working in
maintenance worker to turn off a to if burn CetiteT iii Augusta. 130 officials. Several were in critical
that area, authorities said.
gas
main while his wife. a Red miles up the Savannah River, condition.
Firefighters hoped to enter
The plant is owned by
the area Friday. Authorities also Cross First aid instructor, treated according to police and hospital
were talking with the military the injured.
"It was like walking into
about bringing in Chinook helicopters it) dump water on the hell" Joyce Baker said We had
approximately 13 men who
fire. Stanley said.
The blast was felt by resi- were coming out and they were
dents throughout the Savannah burned, third-degree burns on
suburb. No deaths were immedi- their upper bodies. And they
ately reported. hut six people were trying to sit down and the
remained unaccounted for hours only thing that they wanted Was
Including the Treatment of Hearing
later. Said chic( Michael to know where the friends
Berkow of the Savannah- were."
Loss and Ringing in the Ears
SOMC ofthe bunted men had
Chatham ('tiunty police.
Police Lt. Alan Baker and his "no skin at all" and some had
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wife, Joyce. told('NN they were skin "lust dripping off them.Most
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Baker
said.
among the first on the scene
More than .50 people were
Alan Baker said he went with a
Beverly Jones - Audiologist
taken to hospitals. some airlifted
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number of residents still unaccounted for
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Impenal Sugar and is known in
Savannah as the Dixie Crystals
plant.
"A far as we know, it was a
sugar dust explosion," Imperial
Sugar CEO John Sheptor said.
He said it happened in a storage
silo where refined sugar is
stored until it is packaged.
Coast Guard Lt. Cmdr, Kevin
Lynn said the river was closed to
ship traffic from the *Port of
Savannah while the river was
searched for possible victims.
"It's a large facility, and there
is still a significant amount of
fire," said Clayton Scott. assistant director of Chatham County
Management
Emergency
Agency. He described the refin-
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concerned with looters
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cry as covering an area the size
of a Super Wal-Mart.
The U.S. Chemical Safety
Board said Friday it is sending
an investigative team to the
plant.
Sugar dust is combustible,
according the U.S. Occupational
Health
&
Safety
Administration's Web site.
Static electricity, sparks from
metal tools or a cigarette can
ignite explosions. Sugar dust is
suspected of sparking a nonfatal
explosion last summer at a factory in Scottsbluff, Neb., and
one that 'killed a worker in
Omaha in 1996.
Imperial Sugar, based in
Sugar Land. Texas, acquired
Savannah Foods & Industries,
the producer of Dixie Crystals,
in 1997. The acquisition doubled the size. of the company.
making it the largest processor
and refiner of sugar in the U.S..
according to the company's Web
site.
Imperial markets some of the
country's leading consumer
brands, Imperial. Dixie Crystals
and Holly, as well as supplying
sugar and sweetener products to
industrial food manufacturers.
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Menus for the various lunchrooms of the Murray City
Schools and Calloway County Schools have been released by
Bridget Jaszenko and Pat Lane, food service directors respectively, for the week of Feb. 11-15.
Menus, subject to occasional changes based on availability of food, are as follows:
CALLOWAY COUNTY
Snacks for Preschool and Elementaries
Monday apple, milk, Tuesday - muffins, milk, Wednesday - orange.
milk; Thursday - apple sauce, scooby snacks; Friday - scooby snacks, milk.
Preschool - Breakfast (milk, toast, cereal and juice available daily) Monday - pancake and sausage on stick w/syrup;
Tuesday - scrambled eggs, ham, wheat toast; Wednesday oatmeal, poptart. Thursday - biscuit w/sausage gravy; Friday
- muffin, peaches. Lunch (assorted vegetables, chef salad,
fruits and milk served daily) Monday - cheese pizza, green
beans, peaches; Tuesday - grilled cheese sandwich, later tots,
applesauce; Wednesday - cheeseburger. French fnes, lettuce.
tomato, pickle, gelatin, Thursday - spaghetti, whole kernel
corn. tossed salad w/dressing. Texas toast; Friday - tuna
salad sandwich, tater tots, garden salad w/dressing.
Elornentarles - Breakfast (cereal, assorted toast, yogurt,
fruit juice, fresh fruit and milk served daily) Monday - sausage
biscuit. Tuesday - blueberry muffin; Wednesday - eggs. bacon,
toast. Thursday - oatmeal. poptart. Friday - pancake and
sausage on stick w/syrup. Lunch (assorted vegetables, fruit,
chef salads, milk served daily) - Monday - chili w/crackers.
corn dog, gnlled cheese sandwich, Tuesday - pizza, chicken
salad sandwich, peanut butter and ielly sandwich. Wednesday
- chicken nuggets, roll, taco burger. yogurt and animal crackers, Thursday - super nachos. grilled chicken sandwich, peanut
butter and jelly sandwich. Friday - chicken fajta. cheeseourger, grilled cheese sandwich
Middle - Breakfast (fruits fruit juice toast, cereal and milk
served daily) Monday - Sausage biscuit. Tuesday - oatmeal.
poptart. Wednesday
biscuit with sausage gravy: Thursday
- ham and cheese biscuit. Friday - French toast wisyrup.
Lunch (assorted vegetables, chef salad. fruits and milk served
daily) Monday • chicken falita. bar-b-q nbette sandwich. peanut
butter and jelly sandwich. Tuesday
chili cheese crispito.
tuna sandwich, submarine sandwich. Domino's pizza. Wednesday - taco salad w/Mexican cornbread, turkey club sandwich,
turkey and cheese sandwich. Thursday - fish nuggets wihush
puppies. hamburger. ham and cheese sandwich. Friday chicken teriyaki wholl, grilled chicken sandwich, turkey and
cheese sandwich
High - Breakfast cereal toast cinnamon toast Poptarts,
fresh fruit and milk served daily Monday
steak biscuit.
Tuesday - waffle sticks vesyrup. Wednesday - bacon and
egg biscuit. Thursday - biscuit w/sausage gravy. Friday breakfast taco. Lunch (chef salads, fresh fruits, vegetables,
deli sandwiches, hamburgers and milk served daily) Monday
- white chili w/pizza sticks, corn dog. Tuesday fish nuggets
wrhushpuppies, submanne sandwich. Wednesday - chicken
nuggets w/roll. cheeseburger. Thursday - Mexican bean roll,
chicken patty sandwich. Friday - chicken spaghetti w/ctieese
biscuit turkey sandwich
MURRAY CITY
Elementary - Breakfast (toast, cereal. juice and milk available daily) Monday - scrambled eggs: Tuesday - breakfast
bagel. Wednesday - pancake on stick wisyrup. Thursday sausage biscuit. Friday - Honey bun. Lunch (canned or fresh
vegetables, canned or fresh fruit and lowlat milk available
daily) Monday - Hammy Sammy, chili crispito, Tuesday walking taco, breaded chicken pattie, Wednesday - steak
nuggets wiroll, chef salad se/crackers. Thursday - chicken and
dumplings, corn dog. Friday - stuffed crust pizza, crunchy
tuna bake
Middle - Breakfast (toast. cereal. Juice and milk available
daily) Monday - scrambled eggs, Tuesday - breakfast bagel,
Wednesday - pancake on sick wisyrup, Thursday - sausage
biscuit. Friday - Honey bun Lunch (cooked and fresh vegetables, canned or fresh fruit and lowfat milk available daily)
Monday - Hammy Sammy. chili crispito. Tuesday - beef
nachos. breaded chicken pan*. Wednesday - steak nuggets
&roll. chef salad wicrackers, Thursday - chicken and dumplings.
cheeseburger. Friday • stuffed crust pizza, crunchy tuna bake
High - Breakfast (toast, cereal, juice and milk available
daily) Monday - breakfast pizza, Tuesday • biscuit and gravy,
Wednesday - pancake and sausage on stick. Thursday
sausage biscuit. Friday- scrambled egg breakfast wrap Lunch
(hamburger, cheeseburger. pizza, cooked and fresh vegetables canned and fresh fruit and lowfat milk available daily)
Monday
submanne sandwich, breaded chicken sandwich,
Tuesday - beef nachos, chef salad w/dressing and crackers,
Wednesday - spaghetti verneat sauce, salad plate, Thursday
- galaxy pizza, chef salad &dressing, crackers. Friday - shrimp
and chicken basket
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